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Vice Chancellor’s Message

Dear All,
Three years ago a new chapter was added to the rich history of Ras Khaimah when the American
University of Ras Khaimah was established by the vision of His Highness Sheikh Saud bin Saqr Al Qassimi,
the ruler of Ras Al Khaimah, who wished to establish an institution of higher education that followed the
American model entwined with indigenous culture, and to expand local horizons to encompass western
academic traditions.
Today, AURAK is enlarging that vision with the introduction of new programs, reshuffling of faculty,
rebuilding the infrastructure, modernizing the University with innovative technology, new laboratories,
and enhanced facilities. Relationships have been forged with other academic institutions through the
signing of memoranda of understanding with American Universities, George Mason University,
California State University of San Bernardino, and State University of New York. This paves the way for a
closer bond of academic exchange, resources and expertise.
The growth of AURAK has often been challenging and arduous, but the results are fruitful and fulfilling.
From the initial three programs, we now have four, and have plans to expand the number to include
Bachelor programs in Accounting, Civil Engineering, English Language and Translation, new Business
majors in Finance, Marketing and Human Resource Management, and Graduate programs, the MBA and
the Diploma/Master of Education.
We have also recruited excellent faculty, Deans of Schools, and a new Deputy Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs. We now truly merit the name, the American University of Ras Al Khaimah, as it
celebrates diversity and multiculturalism in the ethnic variety of its staff and faculty, but remains located
within the American academic system. AURAK is in every way evolving, progressing and advancing
forward.
I hope that with our united efforts, we can lead the University to be at the forefront of the best
academic institutions in the UAE. I wish you all enjoyable and productive academic years at the
American University of Ras Al Khaimah.

Professor Hassan Hamdan Al Alkim
Vice Chancellor
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Academic Calendar 2012 – 2013

Fall 2012
Placement Test
Orientation & New Student Course Registration
First Day of Class and Fee Payment
Last Day to Add / Drop
Last Day to WDR without a Grade (F)
Midterm Progress Reporting
Eid Al Adha Holiday
Islamic New Year
UAE National Day
Fall Semester Break
Last Day of Class
Examination Period
Grades Available

August
August
September
September
October
October
October
November
December
December
January
January
January

29
30
2
6
4
20
25
15
2
22 to Jan 5
8
9 - 17
22 onwards

January
January
January
January
January
February
March
April
May
May
June

22
23
24
27
31
28
17
6-11
23
29 to June 6
11 onwards

June

16

August

15

August

18

Spring 2013
Placement Tests
Orientation & New Students Course Registration
Prophet Mohammed’s Birthday
First Day of Class & Fee Payment
Last Day to Add / Drop
Last Date to withdraw a course without grade (F)
Midterm Progress Reporting
Spring Break
Last Day of Class
Examination Period
Grades Available
Summer 2013

First Day of Class & Fee Payment
Last Day of Summer Program
Grades Available
Note: All dates are subject to change at the discretion of the University.
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About AURAK
The University originated from the vision of His Highness Sheikh Saud Bin Saqr Al Qasimi, Ruler of Ras Al
Khaimah, who wanted to found a university based on the American model that would serve the needs of
community, the country, and the region. He wished to provide high quality educational opportunities to
students that both emphasize a global outlook and are rooted in the region’s context and culture.
Consequently, the American University of Ras Al Khaimah was established as an independent institution
by Royal Decree in April 2009, and was licensed by the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific
Research on August 1, 2009 with four accredited programs: BS in Biotechnology, BS in Business
Administration, BS in Computing Engineering and BS in Electronics and Communication Engineering.

AURAK Vision, Mission and Values

Our Vision
To be a leading knowledge-based professional institution that adheres to the universality of knowledgesharing.

Our Mission
The American University of Ras Al Khaimah (AURAK) is an independent coeducational institution of
higher education. AURAK’s mission is to provide high-quality undergraduate and graduate education
based on the principles of objectivity and scientific merits that contributes to human development. It
encourages life-long learning and professional education.

Our Values
People
To create a student learning environment that develops social and cultural understanding for personal
and professional growth and concern for others, builds skills of independence, self – direction , critical
and reflective thinking , innovation and entrepreneurship ; to recruit high quality faculty and staff
members capitalizing on their uniqueness and recognizing their excellence in performance.
Quality
To offer high quality academic and professional programs that build mastery and commitment to lifelong learning.
Scholarship and Research
To advance knowledge through discovery, dissemination, and application.
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Cultural Authenticity
To serve as a center for cultural dialogue and understanding, promoting cultural heritage and as a
community resource for language development.
Engagement
To engage faculty, students, and staff with the broader community; to maximize human resources and
contribute to the solution of local, regional, and global problems by developing sustainable partnerships
that enhance opportunities for students and the community, including partnerships with local schools,
local and regional governments, business and industry, and other institutions of higher education.
Improvement and Productivity
To seek continuous improvement through reflection, assessment, and quality enhancement; setting and
rewarding high standards and being proactive, efficient, and effective within the context of high quality.
Academic Freedom
To create an environment of open, critical thought, and enquiry and exchange of ideas; of tolerance for
divergent views and beliefs.
Integrity
To maintain the highest standards of integrity and instill those standards as an important value for
sustaining humankind.
Enterprising
To value innovation and entrepreneurship in teaching, research, services, and other enterprises.
Global
To promote multi- cultural understanding, global knowledge, and world citizenship for enhancing world
peace and prosperity and creating sustainable futures.
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AURAK Organizational Chart
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Partner Organizations and Institutions

1. MOU between AURAK and California State University, San Bernardino USA
2. MOU between AURAK and George Mason University
3. MOU between AURAK and University at Albany, State University of New York
4. MOU between AURAK and Sheikh Saqr Program for Government Excellence
5. MOU between AURAK and Gulf Pharmaceutical Industries-JULPHAR
6. MOU between AURAK and Telecommunications Regulatory Authority
7. MOU between AURAK and Ras Al Khaimah White Cement
8. MOU between AURAK and the UAE Ministry of Foreign Trade
9. MOU between AURAK and Al Rahma Charity Foundation
10. MOU between AURAK and Ras Al Khaimah Charity Foundation
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Campus Resources & Facilities

Bookstore
The campus bookstore is located within the university campus. In addition to textbooks, the bookstore
carries general reading materials, stationery supplies, and other related goods and products. Operating
hours are posted on the bookstore door.

Career Development Office
The Career Center at AURAK provides students with individual or group guidance and preparation to
enter the professional job market. The center works in close collaboration with academic advisors and
faculty to assess students’ progress and to suggest suitable job placement opportunities. Career Center
staff also monitors national and international employment trends and conditions and distribute the
findings to the university community.
The Career Center works as the liaison between business and industry and the university.
The Student Intern program is administered through the Career Center.
Services offered:
Information on career options and employment trends
Awareness of required skills and competencies
General job skills advice and training
Resume and cover letter writing
Interview preparation
Work-place etiquette and techniques
Links with potential employers
Advice on employment opportunities
Organization of career fairs on campus
Internships, job experience, training opportunities

Computer Facilities and Resources
AURAK is a high-technology, fully Wi-Fi covered campus and students, faculty and staff have ample
access to computers and IT services. The Information Technology (IT) Department serves students,
faculty and staff’s computer related needs by providing administrative, technical and instructional
computer support services such as My AURAK, e-mail accounts, local area networks and wireless. All
classrooms have overhead projectors and are connected to the internet to enhance student learning.
There are four computer laboratories for students’ use including a database browsing lab.
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Computer Labs are located at the following places: Building B, Ground Floor:
Operating hours: Sunday-Thursday 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM Building B, Ground floor, B 111
Operating hours: Sunday-Thursday 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM Building B, Ground floor, B 114

IT Help Desk
The IT Help Desk is dedicated to assist administrators, students, and faculty with their IT related needs.
Location: Building A, Operating Hours: Sunday-Thursday 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM

Food Services
The food court is located on the ground floor of the new Student Center. This privately operated
enterprise provides a wide selection of self-service meals, snacks, and drinks. Self-service vending
machines are also located throughout the campus.

Laboratories
Engineering Laboratories
AURAK has well equipped labs, in line with international standards, for all their programs.
The electronic labs focus on electronics, communications, signal processing, digital systems,
microprocessor and microcontrollers. The laboratories are fully equipped with standard and specialized
instrumentation including:
Dual Trace Digital Storage Oscilloscopes, Dual Trace Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, Frequency
Analyzers, Digital Sweep Function Generators, General Function Generators, Digital Multi
meters, DC Power Supplies, Electrical & Electronic Circuits Trainer, Digital Circuits Trainers,
Communication Circuits Trainers, Different Types Breadboard Modules, Temperature Controlled
Soldering Stations.
The laboratories are supported with different types of components which include: Resistors, Capacitors,
Inductors, Diodes, Zener Diodes, Transistors, Photo Transistors, Digital Chips, Memory Chips, Analog
Chips, Op-Amps Chips.
The laboratories are equipped with computers that have network software for labs requiring
simulations: VHDL Software for Digital System Design Lab, MATLAB for Digital Signal Processing and
PSpice Software for Analog and Digital Circuits Simulations.

Science Laboratories
To support the laboratory-based modules of the Biotechnology Program, there are dedicated
Biotechnology, Chemistry and Physics Laboratories to facilitate student learning through practical
exercises. The Biotechnology and Chemistry Laboratories are fully equipped with standard and
specialized instrumentation including digital balances, centrifuges, pH-meters, spectrophotometers,
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spectrofluorometer, refractometers, upright and inverted microscopes, laminar flow cell culture
cabinets, PCR thermocycler, Gas Chromatography and High Performance Liquid Chromatography
equipment, rotavapor, incubators, shaking platforms, UV transilluminator, nucleic acid and protein
electrophoresis equipment, protein blotting apparatus etc.
The Physics Laboratory is equipped with Force table and pulleys, free-fall apparatus, voltmeters,
multimeters, oscilloscope, capacitors, Projectile launcher with Photogates and PASCO computer
Interface, force sensor, motion sensor, Dual Trace Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, Michelson Interferometer,
Polarization Analyzer etc. Laboratory instrumentation and reagents are constantly being updated to
ensure maximum efficacy of teaching of laboratory-based modules. In addition to a dedicated
Computer Laboratory, computer workstations equipped with data logger software are available in some
laboratories for conducting laboratory exercises.

Library
The library is located on the ground floor of the Academic Building A. The library consists of two reading
rooms and a small computer lab. The reading rooms are spacious, airy, and well lighted. Study tables
and chairs are located in each room; study carrels are also available for individual study and research.
Workstations within the library have internet access, as well as access to common productivity software
applications. The library is serviced by wireless internet to facilitate the use of laptops. A networked
printer is in the library computer lab. A coin-operated self-service photocopier is located in Reading
Room 1.
Multimedia equipment (DVD players and monitors) is available in Reading Room 1 for the on-site use of
multimedia resources, available in the library. To secure library resources, CCTV cameras monitor both
reading rooms and computer lab; exit controls are installed at the entrance/exit of the library.
Location: Building (A), Ground Floor.

Mosque (Masjid)
The mosque, located on campus between Building A and Building B, is open for prayers at all times.
There is a separate female prayer room within the mosque.

Parking
The university has ample parking facilities and provides free parking spaces for faculty, staff, students
and visitors.

Photocopy Facilities
A coin-operated photocopier is available in the library. When using a photocopier, students are
reminded that AURAK campus adheres to UAE copyright laws.
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Security
The university provides 24 hours security services. Security guards monitor the entire campus premises
including the student residence halls and all university buildings to ensure the safety and security of the
campus community. CCTV cameras are installed in all campus buildings.

Student Center
A Student Center at the EDRAK Building which also includes a food court is available to students for
conducting various activities. The second Student Center, located in Bldg B is the heart of the student
community. It is a place to meet fellow students, socialize, hangout watch TV and check email.
Students can play table tennis, pool and other indoor games. The Student Centers are the venues for
many student activities and events. The second Student Center also houses the offices of the Student
Government Association (SGA). A separate facility for female students in the form of a ladies’ lounge
has also been planned.
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Admissions

AURAK seeks to admit qualified students who wish to become part of an innovative global academic
institution based on the American model. It is the goal of AURAK to admit those students most likely to
benefit from its academic programs and diverse student body. Applications are welcome from all
students without regard to race, color, religion, national origin, disability, sex, or age. To be considered
for admission, each applicant must present sufficient evidence of appropriate qualifications in line with
the requirements of the UAE Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research. Factors considered
include, but are not limited to, scores on school leaving certificates and on other standardized exams,
English proficiency, and level of difficulty and appropriateness of coursework, essays, and
recommendations. An offer of admission is valid only for the semester for which the student applies.
When reviewing applications, the Admissions Office considers the academic rigor of the stream or track
that an applicant has completed in high school. Applicants to the Electronics and Communications
Engineering, Computer Engineering and Biotechnology programs should have pursued a science stream.
Applicants to other programs may have pursued either a science or an arts stream.

Freshman Admission Requirements
High School Graduate Certification
To qualify for admission, a student must hold a UAE General Secondary Education Certificate (GSEC), or
its equivalent as approved by the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research, with a minimum
average score of 60% for admission to the Business or Biotechnology programs and a minimum average
of 70% for admission to the Engineering programs.
For non-UAE high school graduates, the certification required is that which qualifies the holder for
admission to a public university in the country in which the certificate was issued provided that the
certificate was obtained after a minimum of 11 years of school attendance. If a country has two levels
of secondary school certificates, the applicant must earn the higher level. The certificate must include at
least six subjects from the following four areas of study:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Mathematics
Sciences
Languages
Social sciences, Humanities and Arts.

British Curriculum Certificate (GCSE/GCSE, GCE):
(a) A minimum of seven (7) IGCSE/GCSE (O-level) subjects with a minimum grade of “C”,

OR
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(b) A combination of five (5) IGCSE/GCSE (O-level) subjects with a minimum grade of “C” and two
(2) GCE (AS-level) subjects with minimum “D” grade or one GCE (A-level) subject with a
minimum “E” grade. Subjects must be from the following areas: Mathematics, Languages,
Sciences, Social studies, Humanities, and Arts
(c) Applications for Engineering and Science degrees require Physics and Mathematics at the AS
and/or A-level.
(d) An original School Leaving Certificate showing at least 11 years of schooling.
French Baccalaureate:
A minimum score of 10 (for Engineering applicants, minimum required score for Math and Physics is 12
out of 20).
Indian Board Certificate:
A Senior Secondary School Certificate (12th Standard) with minimum average of 60%.
International Baccalaureate (IB):
A minimum score of 4 in at least six subjects, with three subjects at the Higher Level.
Iranian Certificate:
A pre-university certificate is required with a minimum average score of 14 or more out of 20, or 16 or
more in the last two years of secondary education.
Lebanese Baccalaureate:
Successful completion of Part II (any strand).
Pakistani Board Certificate (HSC):
A Higher Secondary School Certificate (Part II) with a minimum average of 60%.
Other Certificates:
The University recognizes other certificates provided that they meet requirements equivalent to the
certificates listed above in college preparatory subjects.

Advanced Standing
Currently AURAK does not award credit by advanced standing.

English Language Proficiency
The medium of instruction at AURAK is English. Therefore, prospective students must demonstrate a
reasonable level of proficiency when admitted to a degree program. Prospective students must have a
minimum TOEFL score of 500 (61 iBT) or a minimum (Academic) IELTS score of 5.0 for full admission (a
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General IELTS score will not be accepted). Students whose scores are between 400 and 499 on the
TOEFL or 4 on the Academic IELTS may enroll in the English Language Program for up to one year to aid
in meeting this requirement. Students below the 400 TOEFL level or its equivalent may enroll in other
AURAK Intensive English programs.
Applicants may take the institutional TOEFL on the AURAK campus or the international TOEFL at any
licensed ETS testing center. Institutional TOEFL scores from other institutions are not valid.
International TOEFL scores should be sent directly to the AURAK Admissions Office or ordered online
through the official ETS website at www.ets.org. AURAK’s TOEFL school code is 4574. Exams scores are
valid for two calendar years from date of examination.

English Language Programs
Students who have earned at least a 450 on the TOEFL test or the equivalent but are below 500 may be
admitted to the AURAK English Language Program (ELP) as preparation to enter their academic program
of choice. Students will be offered full admission into their academic program of choice once they have
earned the required TOEFL minimum score or equivalent after a period of study in the English Language
Program. To maintain their admitted status, students must be making progress in gaining fluency in
English by earning a “satisfactory” grade.
Achieving the minimum TOEFL score or equivalent and passing the ELP course are both required for full
admission to the academic programs. English Language Program students, if qualified, may enroll either
in an Information Technology course or a Mathematics course during their first semester. Depending on
their progress, ELP students may enroll in additional courses if they continue in ELP for a second
semester.

Transfer Student Admission Requirements
Prospective students who have attended other accredited colleges and universities may apply to AURAK
as transfer students. Transfer applicants must be in good standing, having a cumulative grade point
average of 2.0 or more at their previous institutions, and submit official transcripts from each institution
attended. Transfer applicants with a cumulative GPA of less than 2.0 but not lower than 1.8 may be
considered for admission at AURAK if they are applying to a program in a field different from the
previous one. Currently, AURAK does not award credit for recognition of prior learning.
Transfer applicants with fewer than 30 transferrable credits must also submit a copy of their secondary
school record. Transfer applicants must meet the same language proficiency as mentioned above for
freshman admission. Applicants that have been placed on probation or suspended for disciplinary
reasons at their previous institution are not eligible for admission to AURAK.
Other Transfer Requirements
1) Students who have completed courses at other accredited /recognized institutions of higher
education and are seeking admission to AURAK may be awarded credits for those courses,
provided that they submit authenticated transcripts, catalog descriptions and course syllabi to
prove validity of such credits.
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2) The Registrar’s Office, in consultation with the respective Program Chairs, determines whether a
course completed at another institution is equivalent to a course offered in the particular program
for which the student is seeking credit transfer.
3) The total number of credits that can be transferred into an AURAK program shall not exceed 50%
of the total number of credits required for completion of the degree for that program.
4) The transferred course must offer the same number of credits as the AURAK course to be
considered for equivalency and be offered at the same level (upper or lower).
5) Transferred credits and grades will not be used in calculating the cumulative grade point average
(CGPA).
6) Only courses graded as “C “or above are considered for transfer credit.

Application Procedures (For Both Freshman and Transfer Applicants)
Prospective students can apply online or in person. Application forms are available in the Admissions
Office or online on the AURAK website (http://www.aurak.ae). Forms should be completed by the
applicant and sent by fax, email, or post to AURAK along with the following documents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A non-refundable application fee of AED 250
Attested official high school certificate or attested copy, if applying as a freshman or with fewer
than 30 transferrable credits
TOEFL / IELTS scores
Photocopy of Passport
Four (4) passport-size photographs
Official university transcript(s), if applying as a transfer student

Attestation of Documents
All students are required to submit officially attested high school certificates to the university before the
end of the first semester or their registration will be canceled. High School Certificates issued in the UAE
must be certified by the UAE Ministry of Education. High School Certificates issued abroad must be
certified by the Ministry of Education or Board of Secondary Education in the country where the
certificate was issued, or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the country where the certificate was issued
or the UAE Embassy in that country; or the UAE Ministry of Education
In cases where none of the above modes of attestation are available, the certificate may be verified and
attested by the Embassy of the concerned country in the UAE and the UAE Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
University degrees and transcripts issued outside the UAE must be attested by the UAE Ministry of
Higher Education and Scientific Research.
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Admission Interview
The Admissions Office reserves the right to require an applicant to attend an admissions interview as
part of the application process when there is a need for additional information. Interviews may take
place on campus, in person or by phone / Skype, when necessary.

Admission Categories
Early Admission
Students in their final year of secondary school are encouraged to apply for early admission by
submitting official grade reports from at least the last two years previous to the final year of secondary
school, the transcript of the first term of the final year, and TOEFL or equivalent test scores.
Applicants with higher grades and who have the higher required TOEFL score or equivalent will be given
priority in admission consideration.
Early admission is only offered to highly qualified applicants and is not final until students submit a
recognized and officially certified secondary school certificate or equivalent showing successful
completion of secondary education and any other items as requested in the letter of admission.
Full Admission
Students who fulfill high school and English Language proficiency requirements enter directly into the
academic program of their choice.
Conditional Admission
In some situations, applicants may be admitted based on he or she meeting certain conditions in the
application process. For example, students who attended high school outside the UAE may be
conditionally admitted if official attestation of certificates is not available. Students must submit
officially attested documents before the end of the first semester; if they fail to do so their admission
will be withdrawn.
Provisional Admission
Applicants who are holders of foreign secondary school certificates and whose high school score is
slightly below the minimum requirement and who have a TOEFL score of at least 500 or equivalent may
be provisionally admitted based on the recommendation of the Program Chair following an assessment
and an interview. Students admitted under these conditions must earn a minimum of 2.0 (C) GPA
average with a minimum of 12 credits of course work in their first semester to remove their
“provisional” status and continue enrollment at AURAK. Students who do not meet this provision at the
end of their first semester are withdrawn from their respective AURAK degree program and can only
reapply to the program the following academic year.
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Application Deadlines
The application deadline for fall admission is notified through newspapers or through university notice
boards for freshmen and transfer applicants. Admission decisions for first year students are usually
made after receipt of the first-semester grades of the senior year of secondary school and all
appropriate test results. Admission is contingent upon satisfactory completion of in-progress course
work and graduation from secondary school. Transfer decisions are made as files become complete.

Acceptance of Admission Offer
Students confirm their acceptance of an admission offer by completing the enrollment confirmation
form in the admission packet and submitting it with the enrollment deposit, Admission Fee, Visa Fee (if
applicable), and Residence Hall fee (if applicable).

Application for a Second Bachelor’s Degree
Students who have received a baccalaureate degree from any accredited institution may apply to pursue
a second degree through the Admissions Office. If admitted, the Deputy Vice Chancellor, Academic
Affairs, will assist the student to develop an approved course of study (a contract) of at least thirty
credits beyond the first degree that will ensure that college and major requirements are met. General
Education requirements do not need to be met for a second degree.

New Student Placement Exams
An English language placement exam is administered to entering students as a benchmark assessment
of their English language skills and for placement in the appropriate level in the English language
program or in the first academic English language course. AURAK uses a Math Placement Exam to
determine which mathematics course new students may take. Students who were awarded transfer
credit for a Math course taken at another institution are not required to take the Math Placement Exam.

Student Residence Visa
The Office of Administration arranges student visas under the sponsorship of AURAK. Visas must be
renewed every year. Students on an AURAK visa who discontinue their studies or transfer to another
university must submit their passport for visa cancellation prior to their departure.
The visa process takes approximately two weeks during which students cannot leave the country as they
must hand over their passports temporarily. The visa application requires:
A scanned color photograph
A scanned passport copy, and
A scanned copy of the secondary school certificate

All student applicants for a residence visa must undergo medical tests conducted by the preventive
health department of the RAK government, and fingerprinting by the police department. The medical
tests include a blood test and an X-ray. Failure to pass either one of the medical tests leads to
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deportation to country of origin.

Right to Withdraw Offer
AURAK reserves the right to withdraw an offer of admission if an applicant fails to satisfy all the
requirements, or if it is determined that admission was obtained through the use of falsified, altered, or
embellished information. In the case of withdrawal of admission from a matriculated student, credit
earned may be withheld.

Readmission
Students in good academic standing who have missed two or more consecutive semesters of enrollment
(excluding summer term) may be readmitted by completing a Re-enrollment Form available from the
Registrar’s Office.
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Tuition, Fees and Housing

Undergraduate Program
Application
Admission
Tuition

Amount
(AED)
250
500

Due by:
Application submission, non-refundable
Issuance of Admission Letter; Non-refundable

Per credit hour, payable by first day of class or make
1,200 arrangement with Finance department

English Language Program
ELP Application
ELP 1 (Intermediate)
ELP 2 (Transition)
Foundation Program

250
10,000
12,000

Application submission, non-refundable
Per semester, payable by first day of class
Per semester, payable by first day of class plus 6 credits (Bonus)

Per credit hour, payable by first day of class or make
1,000 arrangements with the Finance Department

Miscellaneous Fees
Technology / Activity Services
Lab
Security deposit
Graduation
Visa
Visa change of status
TOEFL Test
Transportation
Transportation
Transportation
Health Insurance

500
500
1,000
500
1,200

Per semester, non-refundable
Per semester, per lab and non-refundable
One time, refundable if no damage charges due
One time, non-refundable
100% due at time of admission payment, non-refundable

100% due at time of admission payment, or when applicable,
700 non refundable
500
2,500
4,000

Per test
Per Semester for Ras Al Khaimah, optional
Per Semester for Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Um Al Quwain, optional

Per Semester for Abu Dhabi (only on weekend or per two-way
6,000 trip AED 300), optional
1,600

Optional
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Payment Policies and Procedures
Tuition and all other fees must be paid by the first day of classes. Fees can be paid by cash, check, and
wire transfer or credit card. Credit cards payments require a surcharge of 3% of the total fee.
Students who do not pay their fees by the specified deadline will be put on financial hold. Students on
financial hold are not allowed to register for classes or take final exams and will not be issued official
transcripts until all fees are paid.
Students are responsible for full tuition payment for all courses in which they are registered unless their
registration is canceled for nonpayment, canceled administratively due to academic suspension,
dismissal or termination, or the course is dropped before the tuition liability begins
Refund Policies
Tuition fees are refundable subject to the following rate:
Withdraw By
The end of the 1st week of the semester
The end of the 2nd week of the semester
The end of the 3rd week of the semester
The end of the 4th week of the semester
Beyond the end of the 4th semester week

% of Refund
100%
75%
50%
25%
No Refund

The following fees are non-refundable
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application fee
Admission fee
Visa fee
Technology fee
Lab fee
Activity fee

Financial Responsibilities
Students are responsible for maintaining current addresses with AURAK and for activating and checking
their personal AURAK e-mail accounts.
The registration process shall not be considered complete unless all outstanding balances from the prior
term are paid in full.
By registering for classes, students accept responsibility for charges for the entire semester.
Failure to receive a reminder bill confirming charges does not waive the requirement for payment when
due.
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Students are responsible for dropping unwanted courses by the drop dates and using the drop and
withdrawal procedures published in each term’s Schedule of Classes. Full or partial tuition liability may
apply.
Non-returning students are responsible for submitting a written withdrawal to the Registrar’s Office.
Penalties may apply.
Financial Aid and Scholarships
AURAK offers freshmen students a 15% reduction in their first semester fees if they hold a 90% or above
in their high school scores. Additionally, applicants may apply for multiple scholarships available to
prospective students at the beginning of their academic program. Please contact the Admissions Office
for more information on current scholarship programs.
On-campus Housing
Student accommodation is available on the AURAK campus for students who do not live in Ras Al
Khaimah. There are two apartment complexes situated on either side of the Student Center. Each
apartment complex (separately designated for women and men) has five floors. Each air conditioned
studio is designed to the highest standard with new, elegant furnishings carefully adapted to suit studiosized accommodation.
While each studio apartment is designed to accommodate two (2) students (double-occupancy), singleoccupancy can be requested at an additional cost. Students can select their roommate or have the
Resident Administrator suggest a companion who shares common interests. For added comfort and
security, the Resident Administrator resides on the premises and will help students with their needs.
CCTV cameras are located throughout the Student Residences including the underground parking area.
To learn more, please visit www.edrak-amd.ae.
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Student Affairs

The Office of Student Affairs (OSA) provides the services and facilities necessary to promote the
academic, professional, and social well-being of AURAK students and encourages students to become
actively involved in campus life. Out-of-classroom learning experiences play a significant role in
students’ professional and personal development by enhancing their social, leadership and
organizational skills. The OSA offers comprehensive programs, orientation, activities, workshops,
counseling, and initiatives that revolve around student needs, requests, and suggestions.
The Office of Student Affairs also serves as an important information resource for students. It provides
students with an introduction, clarification, and guidance to the university environment, its policies and
procedures, as well as overall campus practices. As a student-centered unit, the Office of Student Affairs
strongly encourages students to address their concerns, needs, and suggestions to the Student Affairs
staff.
The Office of Student Affairs in cooperation with the Student Government Association (SGA) organizes a
wide range of activities for students throughout the year. These activities are carefully planned with the
purpose of exposing students to a diverse variety of cultural, social, and educational experiences. In
addition to their entertainment value, these activities enhance students’ creativity, collegiate,
humanitarian, and social skills.
There are numbers of traditional activities that the Student Affairs conducts on an annual or semester
basis. These include the UAE National Day celebrations, IFTAR Dinner, start and end of semester
celebrations, and Achievement Awards ceremony. These activities are supplemented by cultural events
— museum and theatre trips; art exhibitions — as well as hiking trips, dhow cruises, movie nights, and
beach barbecues. AURAK’s very active sports program completes the comprehensive repertoire of
student activities. Tournaments and leagues are organized in most sports for both men and women.

Athletics
AURAK has an active and lively sports program. The Sports Coordinator organizes several leagues and
tournaments on-campus, locally, and nationally. There are a number of university teams to join with tryouts conducted at the start of each semester or on-going. These teams include football, cricket and
basketball. There are also pool tournaments for men and women. With the addition of the
professionally surfaced six-lane running track, AURAK will host track and field events. The terraced
bleachers surrounding the grassed football field offer seating for lively audience interaction.
Individual or group weight-training sessions are also offered with expert guidance available on the
proper use of the equipment. The indoor sports area is available for organized or informal basketball,
football, or badminton games. Aerobics, yoga, and martial arts courses are offered on a regular basis.
The refurbished locker, shower, and bathrooms offer a clean and refreshing supplement to AURAK’s
sports activities. While the gymnasium and weight-room can be used by men and women, there are also
women-only timings available. Sports information is regularly posted on the bulletin boards throughout
the campus.
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Student Clubs
The Office of Student Affairs encourages student growth through a variety of clubs and activities. It
supports extra-curricular and co-curricular activities to supplement the academic programs. The Office
of Student Affairs facilitates the institution of professional, academic, and social clubs. It will also mentor
and train the student officers and club members.
Membership in clubs not only helps students to make new friends, meet people who share the same
interests, but also helps students to acquire important skills such as leadership and organizational skills,
team work, and event planning. AURAK encourages all students to establish or join clubs to pursue
various activities, explore or further their interests, or make new friends.

Student Government Association (SGA)
The SGA represents the student body, provides student leadership and serves as a liaison between the
students and the campus administration. It also plays an important role in planning and sponsoring
student activities and events and has a voice in the governance of the university.
The SGA Constitution defines the SGA’s goals and objectives and establishes the roles and
responsibilities of each SGA member. The constitution defines the policies and procedures to follow for
planning and organizing campus events.

Health Insurance
Health insurance coverage is optional for all AURAK students. Students are charged a health insurance
fee of AED 1600 per year. UAE based students who are covered by their parents’ health insurance policy
or are covered by other health insurance schemes are required to provide proof of valid insurance cover
to the Finance Department when paying their tuition fees to be exempted from the university insurance.
UAE nationals who are covered by the Government Health Policy are also exempted from the university
insurance.
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Students’ Rights and Responsibilities

AURAK adheres to the following values that underlie the philosophy and goals of the university:
-

The importance of personal integrity.
The right of every individual to be treated with respect and dignity.
The freedom of intellectual inquiry in the pursuit of truth.
The freedom of speech and the open exchange of ideas.
The acceptance and appreciation of diversity with regards to race, gender, religion, age,
disability, and ethnicity.
The recognition that community service is an important component of the intellectual
development of students.

Students’ Rights
AURAK students have the right to pursue their education in a free and fair manner so long as they
maintain their eligibility to remain as a member of the student community by meeting its academic
standards. It is the responsibility of students to observe the regulations imposed by the campus for the
governance of the academic community.
-

-

-

-

Students have a right to expect AURAK to maintain a climate conducive to thinking and learning.
University teaching should reflect consideration for the dignity of students and their rights as
persons. Students have a right to be treated with courtesy and respect.
Students have a right to reasonable notice of the general content of the course, what will be
required of them, and the criteria upon which their performance will be evaluated. Students have
a right to have their performance evaluated promptly, conscientiously, without prejudice or
favoritism, and consistently, with the criteria stated at the beginning of the course.
Students have a right to perform student evaluations considered in the retention and promotion
reviews of faculty members.
Students have a right to be free from discrimination and sexual harassment which is illegal.
Campus policy prohibits discrimination, harassment of a student because of his/her race, color,
religion, national origin, sex, age, or status as an individual with a disability.
Students have a right to privacy and confidentiality subject to reasonable campus rules and
regulations, right to protection against unauthorized disclosures of confidential information
contained in their educational records and to examine the information contained in their
educational records.
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Grievance Policy
All students have the right to express their dissatisfaction. If they wish to file a formal grievance, these
steps apply:
-

-

-

The grievant must file a formal written complaint with the Dean, Student Affairs.
The Dean, Student Affairs, will ascertain if the complaint falls within the scope of an action
appropriate for a grievance and will attempt to resolve the complaint informally before
instituting the official grievance process.
If such action is found valid, the Dean will convene a committee of a minimum of three people
including faculty, administration, and student representative(s) within three working days.
The committee will review the complaint, interview the complainant and any witnesses cited in
the complaint.
The committee will recommend a cause of action to the Dean, Student Affairs within seven
working days.
The Dean will forward to the student the recommendation of the committee or a modification of
its recommendation deemed appropriate after consultation with the committee within three
working days.
If the student does not agree with the decision, the student has the right to file an appeal with
the Dean. The Dean will review the decision and render a final decision in the matter within three
working days. The Vice Chancellor is the final authority to whom appeal may be made.

Apart from formal reporting of grievances, there are two Complaint/Suggestion Boxes installed at the
University. If the student does not wish to directly contact the Faculty, Advisor or any other Staff, they
are advised to write their grievance and drop it in these boxes. Any complaint/suggestion dropped in
this box comes directly to the Office of the Vice Chancellor, and confidentiality is ensured. But we do
expect that the student will mention his/her ID No.
Students are encouraged to meet the faculty member during their assigned office hours. Due to any
reason if they are not able to meet the faculty during office hours, they may request an appointment
either through phone or email. Their contact numbers and email addresses are displayed on their office
doors. Alternately, an appointment may be fixed through the Faculty Administrative Assistant.
If the grievance is regarding a Chairperson, and it has not been resolved after meeting with him/her,
then the student may approach the Dean. If the grievance is with the Dean, then the student may see
the Provost. Please request for an appointment.
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Students’ Responsibilities

AURAK Communication Policy
AURAK students are required to maintain current contact information with the University, including
permanent and local addresses, telephone numbers, student ID number, and legal name (as written in
their passport). Each student must also maintain the university e-mail account assigned at the time of
admission. Students are responsible for official communications directed to AURAK e-mail accounts.
Student Publication Policy
Currently, there are no student-run media. In future, any student publication coming up at AURAK will
be required to conform to the norms of responsible journalism and avoid libelous, indecent, or harassing
material. The same publication policies will apply when deciding what material can be included on the
web site, or any other social media, developed and managed by the students. All the publications should
particularly keep in mind the cultural norms of Ras al Khaimah and the UAE.
Students should get all the articles, stories or any other related materials reviewed by the Editor to
ensure the correctness of the English language. Students should take prior approval from the Dean,
Student Affairs before distributing, posting or publishing any printed/online material in the name of
AURAK.
Guidelines for Using AURAK Name, Logo, and Mark
Students may use the AURAK name in association with their University sanctioned activities. Recognized
student groups producing merchandise for sale that incorporates AURAK’s name, marks or logos must
comply and get permission from the Dean, Student Affairs. Students may use the name of a school,
department or other AURAK programs outside the University (other than on a resume) only with
approval of the appropriate authorized person.
Financial Responsibilities
-

-

Registration shall not be considered complete unless all outstanding balances from the prior term
are paid in full.
By registering for classes, students accept responsibility for charges for the entire semester.
Failure to receive a reminder bill confirming charges does not waive the requirement for
payment when due.
Students are responsible for dropping unwanted courses by the drop dates and using the drop
and withdrawal procedures published in each term’s Schedule of Classes. Full or partial tuition
liability may apply.
Non-returning students are responsible for submitting a written withdrawal to the Dean, Student
Affairs. Penalties may apply.
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Student Conduct
As members of the University community, students are to conduct themselves appropriately at all times.
Students are expected to:
-

-

Demonstrate sensitivity to the cultural and religious norms and customs of the UAE and ensure
that their conduct is in line with those cultural expectations.
Show proper respect to fellow students as well as to AURAK employees and representatives. This
includes security personnel in addition to faculty and staff.
Display principles of integrity at all times.
Treat others as they would themselves wish to be treated.
Have knowledge of and observe the regulations of AURAK.
Use University property/facilities responsibly.
Refrain from disruptive behavior, such as talking during speeches or classes; arriving late for
classes or leaving early; receiving or initiating telephone calls on mobile phones during classes;
sending text messages during class; and making negative or rude comments during class about
other students, faculty members, or the opinions of other students.
Provide security guards with personal identification, such as their AURAK ID card, or other
appropriate documentation upon request.
Seek permission for using someone else’s property.
Refrain from organizing any event, co-curricular or extra-curricular activity inside AURAK without
prior permission from the Student Affairs Office or the University.
Refrain from distributing leaflets or journals, posting notices, or collecting signatures on the
premises of AURAK without prior permission from the Dean, Student Affairs.
Refrain from using another person’s name and/or ID number for any reason.
Use the internet responsibly. Do not access inappropriate material, use inappropriate chat lines
or rooms, or misuse e-mail.
Refrain from exchanging any gifts of significant monetary value with members of the faculty,
staff, or administration.
Attend classes regularly and punctually and complete assignments on time.
Be actively involved in class discussions and other course-related classroom activities.
Have knowledge of, and meet, the requirements for course and program completion.
Abide by high standards of academic integrity, ethics, and honesty.
Refrain from cheating on homework or examinations, plagiarizing other people’s work by
submitting it as their own, and/or any other forms of academic dishonesty.
Adhere to the published test or examination rules and regulations.

Behavioral Misconduct
The University reserves the right to discipline students for any acts of behavioral misconduct. All cases of
non-academic misconduct are reported to the Dean, Student Affairs (DSA). The following behavior is
classified as misconduct according to AURAK rules and is subject to disciplinary action.
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-

-

-

-

Physical contact between males and females is strictly prohibited in keeping with the cultural
norms of Ras Al Khaimah and the UAE.
Inappropriate dress for both men and women is prohibited. This relates to tight, revealing and
provocative clothing.
Possessing, consuming or selling drugs, controlled substances and/or alcoholic beverages on
campus or in the residence halls or at university-sponsored activities/events is strictly prohibited
and will result in dismissal from the university.
Sexual abuse; attempting or making sexual contact, including, but not limited to inappropriate
touching, against a person’s will.
Behavior/conduct which threatens or endangers the health or safety of any person on university
premises or at university sponsored activities/events.
Willful or reckless damage to university property.
Dishonesty or knowingly spreading false information.
Intentionally disrupting or obstructing classroom activities or any other university activities.
Altering or tempering with university records, documents or ID’s.
Distributing or posting printed material in the name AURAK without prior approval of the Student
Affairs Office.
Gambling or other illegal gaming activities on university or residence hall premises.
Unauthorized use of the university’s corporate name and/or logo.
Harassment, which includes physical, verbal, graphic, written or electronic. Any form of
intimidation that appears threatening to an individual or limits the ability of a student to work,
study or live in peace.
Abuse of computer equipment (stalking, harassment, stealing, deleting information, internet
theft or knowingly introducing a computer virus). Tampering with university computer
equipment, network systems or computer files.
Failure to follow the direction of university officials acting in accordance with their duties.
Any violation of traffic laws on campus, including reckless driving and parking in unauthorized
spaces.
Deliberately failing to comply with the directions of the university security guards acting in
accordance with their duties.

Reporting Behavioral Misconduct
All cases of behavior misconduct should be reported to the Dean of Student Affairs who will follow the
procedures described below. The result may be:
-

Verbal or written warning
University or community service
Suspension from University activities
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Dismissal
In the event of a suspected incident of behavioral misconduct, the person noting the incident
must submit a formal written description of the incident in a report to the Dean, Student Affairs. The
Dean, Student Affairs will review the written request. If there are grounds to pursue the case further,
the Dean, Student Affairs will convene a committee made up of a faculty member, a member of the
senior administrative staff, and a student representative to hear the case. The Dean, Student Affairs will
then establish a date for the hearing within seven working days of the initial report. The student under
investigation will be formally notified of the date and venue. The Dean, Student Affairs will fully inform
the student under investigation and all committee members of the charges. The Dean, Student Affairs
will then withdraw from the proceedings until an outcome has been reached.
During the hearing, both the student and the person bringing the charges will be allowed to
state their case before the three-member committee. If requested, the parties involved will be allowed
an advisor during the proceedings from inside the university community or from the student’s
immediate family. Once the committee has heard the evidence, it will come to a judgment and
determine sanctions, if warranted, within two working days of the hearing. The judgment will be
formally submitted in writing to the Dean, Student Affairs who will then inform the student immediately
and administer the sanctions.
The student is allowed to lodge a formal, written appeal with the Dean, Student Affairs within
seven working days after the committee’s findings. Appeals can be granted only on the basis of new
evidence, or procedural irregularity, or other grounds of a serious nature. The Dean, Student Affairs shall
review the case and determine its final disposition on the case.
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Academic Integrity
AURAK Honor Code
“To promote a stronger sense of mutual responsibility, respect, trust and fairness among all
members of AURAK community and with the desire for greater academic and personal
achievement, we, the student members of the university community, have set forth this
honor code:
Student members of the American University of Ras Al Khaimah community pledge not to
cheat, plagiarize, steal, or lie in matters related to academic work”.
Students are responsible for understanding the above honor code’s provisions. Cheating and attempted
cheating, plagiarism, lying, and stealing of academic work and related materials constitute Honor Code
violations.
In the spirit of the code, a student’s word is a declaration of good faith acceptable as truth in all
academic matters until proven otherwise. To maintain an academic community according to these
standards, students and faculty must report all alleged violations to the Student Affairs.
At the beginning of each semester, faculty members have the responsibility of explaining to their
students the policy regarding the Honor Code, what is considered an integrity violation in their courses
with special attention to plagiarism. They must explain the extent to which aid, if any, is permitted on
academic work. It is the sole responsibility of the students to request an explanation of any aspect of an
instructor’s policies regarding the Honor Code that they do not fully understand. They have an
obligation not only to follow the code themselves, but to encourage respect among their fellow students
for the provisions of the code. This includes an obligation to report violations by other students to the
Student Affairs. Any student, who has knowledge of a violation but does not report it, may be penalized
for violating the Honor Code.
Faculty members are also responsible for maintaining the integrity of the learning and testing process.
Faculty members may actively proctor exams, prohibit the use of mobile phones in class, or take any
other actions they believe are warranted.
For all academic assignments, project work, and presentations, students need to ensure that due
acknowledgement is given to the source of any information which they incorporate in their work.
Students must ask their professors if they are unsure whether or not something constitutes academic
misconduct in any form. The following are some examples of academic misconduct:
-

Cheating or using unfair means in examinations as determined by the professor.
Significant paraphrasing in written academic work.
Unacknowledged use of information or ideas unless such ideas are at common place.
Citing sources which student has not read or referred to.
Breaching the word limit of assignments and/or intentionally mentioning the wrong word count.

Cheating may take many forms and here are a few examples:
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-

Copying from another student’s paper during an exam, or allowing or encouraging another
student to copy from your paper during an exam.
Having someone else take your exam in your place, or taking an exam for someone else.
Obtaining unauthorized access to exams and accepting exams obtained by unauthorized access.

Violations of Academic Integrity: Plagiarism
This is a serious academic offense which constitutes the use of someone else’s ideas, words, projects,
artwork, phrasing, sentence structure or other work without properly acknowledging its source.
Plagiarism is dishonest because it misrepresents the work of someone else as one’s own. It is intellectual
theft as it robs others of credit for their work. For a student found plagiarizing, the punishment can
range from receiving a failing grade on that particular assignment without the right to redo the
assignment all the way up to a student receiving a failing grade for the entire course.
Plagiarism takes many forms and includes:
-

-

Using someone else’s words without putting these words in quotation marks.
Handing in as ‘original’ work prepared by someone else or preparing/completing someone else’s
work.
Using unique, original ideas, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, etc. from a single source or a
variety of sources such as a text, journal, web page, electronic source, design, artwork, etc. in
one’s work without citing all sources.
Using the same work to satisfy the requirements of two or more courses (during the same or
different terms).
Having someone else rewrite a rough draft or rewriting a rough draft that is not your own work.

Violations of plagiarism are subject to evaluation according to the criterion of “reasonable doubt”. Any
violation of the University’s academic rules, regulations or directives must be reported as soon as
possible and may result in one or all of the following disciplinary measures:
-

Verbal or written warning
Repeating the course
Repeating the term
Dismissal from the university

Reporting Violations of Academic Integrity/Misconduct
All incidents of plagiarism will be reported by the faculty to their respective Chairpersons who in turn
will report the case to the Dean of the School. Finally, the Dean will report the incident to the
Disciplinary Committee at AURAK that is responsible for handling such issues, to examine the case on
the basis of the University’s plagiarism policy. A proven case of plagiarism will be notified to the faculty
advisor of the student for his/her records and simultaneously, the Registrar’s Office will also maintain a
copy of the report in the student’s file. Once adopted, this process will ensure that plagiarism is tracked
at two levels.
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The Disciplinary Process
The Dean of Student Affairs will make the student under investigation, as well as all committee
members, fully aware of the charges. During the hearing, both the student and the faculty member
bringing the charges will be allowed to state their case before the three- member committee. If
requested, the parties involved will be allowed an advisor during the proceedings from inside the
university community or from the student’s immediate family.
Once the committee has heard the evidence, it will come to a judgment and determine sanctions, if
warranted, within two working days of the hearing. The judgment and sanctions will be formally
submitted in writing to the Dean of Student Affairs who will then inform the student immediately and
administer the sanctions.
The student is allowed to lodge a formal, written appeal with the Dean of Student Affairs within seven
working days after the committee’s findings. Appeals can be granted only on the basis of new evidence,
procedural irregularity, or other grounds of a serious nature. The Dean of Student Affairs shall review
the case and determine the final disposition on the case.
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Academic Policies
Each student is responsible for knowing AURAK’s rules, regulations, requirements, and academic
policies. Both the University Catalog and the institutional website are repositories of policy statements.
Corrections, changes, or interpretations may be communicated by other means, including electronically.
Any student in doubt about an academic matter should consult the Registrar’s Office or their assigned
faculty advisor. Students are subject to the university’s stated policies regarding patents and copyrights.

Academic Advising
AURAK is committed to helping students achieve success in their course of study. Ensuring that students
receive appropriate academic advising is part of that commitment.
New students are first advised during a required Orientation Program in which they learn about
university policies and procedures and receive a current University Catalog and a Student Handbook. At
the initial meeting with their faculty advisor during orientation, each student is informed of program
procedures, course of studies, and the importance of understanding the information in the University
Catalog. Advisors also answer specific questions concerning the academic program.
Faculty advisors are required to post office hours for advising that coincide with students’ availability.
The faculty advisor is to maintain advising files for all advisees that contain a log of meetings with a brief
description of major issues discussed or advice given. Any information contained in these files shall
remain confidential.
Students on probation are required to meet with their Advisor on a regular basis to assess their progress
and to report their use of AURAK’s various resources for academic support. Students violating AURAK’s
attendance policy or doing poorly at mid-term are also required to meet with their Advisors.
If students have concerns, comments, or recommendations about their educational experiences at
AURAK, they should contact the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs.

Attendance Policies
Because students benefit from the lectures and activities prepared by their instructors and discussions
with their fellow students, class attendance is required. Students are expected to attend all the classes,
or other scheduled sessions for the courses in which they are registered, including make-up classes.
Students with two (2) unexcused absences will receive a 5% warning and students with three (3)
unexcused absences will receive a 10% warning. Students with five (5) unexcused absences in a given
semester or term will be considered as having failed the course and will receive a letter grade of “F” for
the course.
It is the policy of AURAK to make every reasonable effort to allow members of the University community
to observe their religious holidays without academic penalty. Absence from class or examinations for
religious reasons does not, however, relieve students from responsibility for any part of the course work
required during the period of absence.
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Courses and Course Schedules
Each course offered by the university has a designated course prefix (or code) and number. The course
prefix represents the discipline or field of study, the number indicates the level of the course content.
MATH 105 thus indicates that the course is Mathematics and is appropriate for students in their first
year; ECEN 492 indicates that the course is in Electronics and Communication Engineering and is
intended for fourth year students.
Courses are offered at the discretion of the Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic Affairs and the respective
Program Chairs. Not every course is offered every semester.

Course Credit
Each course has a credit value. A credit represents the in-class instruction and out-of-class study per
week during the sixteen week semester. Normally one credit represents 50 minutes of class instruction
per week per semester, 120 minutes of laboratory experience per week per semester, or one or two 50minute recitation sessions per week per semester.

Class Periods
Classes normally meet twice/thrice a week in three 50-minute periods. The university holds classes five
days a week from Sunday through Thursday. If necessary, make up classes may be held on Saturdays.
University administrative offices are closed on Friday and Saturday.
Independent study or research, internships and other programs for experimental learning, and other
study opportunities may follow a different, approved time frame and schedule.

Course Pre-requisites and Co-requisites
Course pre-requisites or co-requisites state requirements for student entry into courses, and reflect
necessary preparation for attempting a course. It is the student’s responsibility to be aware of these
requirements as stated in the University Catalog, and to have taken pre-requisites recently enough to be
of value. The instructor of the course may drop students who have enrolled in a course for which they
have not met the pre-requisites.

Course Selection and Registration
By mid-semester, the Schedule of Classes for the following semester is available through the Registrar’s
Office and on the website. Students may select courses in consultation with their faculty/academic
advisor and they can then register online or submit a completed “Course Request Form” to the
Registrar’s Office by the published deadlines.

Registration Criteria


A student with a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or above is entitled to register for 18 credit hours the
following semester.
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A student with a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or above is entitled to register for 15 credit hours the
following semester.
A student with a cumulative GPA of less than 2.5 is entitled to register for 12 credit hours the
following semester.
A student with a (D), (D+) or (C-) in a pre-requisite course must have a cumulative GPA of (2.0)
or above in order to register for the following sequence course.

Concurrent Enrollment at Other Institutions
Students who apply for admission to AURAK usually do not seek simultaneous enrollment at another
institution. Should students seek concurrent enrollment, they must obtain written approval in advance
from the Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic Affairs. Such approval enables a student to enroll elsewhere
in a course unavailable at AURAK.
Catalog numbers and descriptions of courses to be taken elsewhere must be submitted with the request
for approval. As for any transferred course, students must submit an official transcript to the Registrar’s
Office to earn credit, and grades are not included in the GPA. Students who enroll elsewhere without
advance written permission while enrolled at AURAK may not receive transfer credit for the course work
taken.

Summer Term
During the six week summer term, students may register for one or two courses. All attendance,
grading, and other academic policies apply to the summer term as well as to the two academic
semesters.

Examination Policy
Students are required to appear for two examinations every semester. The midterm exam is held during
the eighth week of the semester, and covers the content that was covered during the first seven weeks.
The final examination is held at the end of the course. The policy for the course grading distribution is as
follows:
COURSE WORK

PERCENTAGE

Midterm Exam
Final Exam
Class Assessment

20%
30%-40%
40%-50%

Midterm Exams

The midterm exam is scheduled by the instructor during the eighth week of the semester, and
covers the content covered during the previous weeks. The maximum marks constitute 20% of
the final grade. The date of the midterm exam must be included in the course syllabus. If the
instructor teaches multiple sections of the same course, the date for a common midterm exam
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must be scheduled, and the students informed of the date at the beginning of the semester.
Students may be excused from the midterm exam and given a makeup exam on another date
only if there is documented evidence of illness, or due to extenuating circumstances. A makeup
exam must be approved by the Chair of the department.
Final Exams
Final exams are usually given at the end of all undergraduate courses. Except for laboratory courses,
exams may not be given during the last week of classes. Exams may not exceed the scheduled length
of three (3) hours. The final exam schedule is posted on campus. Each instructor must note in the
course syllabus when the final exam will be given.
An instructor who is assigning a take-home exam or significant end-of-semester paper or project should
so inform the students on the syllabus at the beginning of the semester. Take home exams should be
distributed by the beginning of the last week of classes so that students can coordinate them with
preparation for other exams. Students must not be required to submit exams before the date of the
regularly scheduled exam for a course. Accommodation will be made for students with more than one
final exam scheduled in the same time period. Re-taking (or re-sitting) a final exam is not permitted.
Absence from Final Exams
Absences from final exams are not to be excused except for sickness on the day of the exam or for other
cause approved by the Dean of the respective School. The effect of an unexcused absence from an
undergraduate final exam shall be determined by the weighted value of the exam as stated in the course
syllabus provided by the instructor. If absence from a final exam is unexcused, the grade for the course
is entered as F.

Final Semester Grades
Final grades can be e-mailed to students and/or collected from the Registrar’s Office. Official transcripts
and official semester grade reports for tuition reimbursement are obtained through the Registrar’s
Office.
Students may access and print an unofficial record of their semester grades and other academic
information from the website by logging onto their SIS (Student Information System) account. Official
transcripts are available, on request.

Change of Grade
Once a final grade has been recorded, it can be changed only in cases of computational or recording
error, or pursuant to a successful appeal of grade. Additional work of any type submitted to improve a
grade after the final grade has been assigned is never accepted. All changes of final grades must be
initiated, approved, and recorded by two weeks of classes of the next regular semester (spring for fall
grades and fall for spring grades).
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Grade Appeal
Although faculty members are generally the best judge of student performance, sometimes a student
believes a grade is unfair. If the student is not satisfied, an appeal may be made to the Deputy Vice
Chancellor Academic Affairs who has the final authority to decide the merit of the appeal.
If the instructor is no longer associated with the University, the Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic Affairs
will appoint a faculty surrogate, who will assume the authority of the instructor. If the matter is not
resolved at this point, the Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic Affairs will hear the case and make a
decision that is not subject to further appeal.

Pending Grade Appeal
A student may request the Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic Affairs to delay imposing an academic
suspension because of a pending grade appeal that could change the student’s status. An approved
delay allows the student to register. If the grade appeal is successful, the official transcript is corrected
and the student continues in classes as a student in good academic standing. If the grade appeal is not
successful, the student is required to stop attending all classes and settle the case with Deputy Vice
Chancellor Academic Affairs appropriately.

Grading System
University course work is measured in terms of quantity and quality. A credit normally represents one
hour per week of lecture or recitation or not fewer than two hours per week of independent or
laboratory work throughout a semester. The number of credits is a measure of quantity. The grade is a
measure of quality. The university system for undergraduate grading is as follows:
Grade
A
B+
B
C+
C
D+
D
F

GPA Points
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.0

Percentage Scores
90-100
85-89
80-84
75-79
70-74
65-69
60-64
0-59

No credit toward graduation accrues from a failing grade or from a grade that is replaced by a repeated
course.

Grade Point Average (GPA)
Grade or quality point values are assigned to letter grades as indicated in the grading system table. A
quality or grade point score is computed by multiplying the value of a letter grade by the number of
credits for the course. For example, a student receiving an A in a 3-credit course earns 12 quality points.
The GPA is computed by dividing the quality points earned by the number of credits graded A through F
(GPA hours).
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For undergraduates, the GPA computed for the current semester gives the current GPA, which is the
measure of academic performance in one semester and affects eligibility for the Honor’s List. The GPA
computed for all institutional credit gives the cumulative GPA, which is the basis for the university’s
retention policies, including good standing, warning, probation, suspension, and dismissal. The
cumulative GPA also determines students’ eligibility to graduate and to have university honors posted to
their record at graduation.

Additional Grade Notations
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory (S/U):

An S grade reflects passing work in a course; a U grade reflects a failure. S and U have no effect on
grade point average.
Incomplete (I):
This grade is given to students who are passing a course but are unable to complete all the course work
or the final exam for a verified reason beyond their control. The student must then complete all the
requirements by the end of the next semester, not including any summer term, and the instructor must
turn in the final grade by the end of the that semester’s grading deadline. Unless an explicit written
extension is filed, the grade of I is changed to an F if the course requirements have not been fulfilled.
Students who have filed their intention to graduate have only six weeks from the date of degree
conferral to resolve any incomplete grades. An I is not calculated in a student’s grade point average.
In Progress (IP):
The grade of IP indicates that the student is making progress in a course, writing a thesis or dissertation,
or participating in an internship that extends beyond one semester or summer term. The grade of IP has
no effect on the student’s grade point average.
Withdrawal (W):
The grade of W on a course indicates that the student has dropped the course. While it has no effect on
the GPA, dropped courses are part of attempted course credits that serve as the basis for the student’s
credit level. A W for all courses in a given semester and the transcript notation “withdrawn” indicates
that the student withdrew from AURAK.

Repeating a Course
Undergraduate degree students may repeat courses for which they seek a higher grade. A grade
received in a repeated course replaces the previous grade in the same course in the calculation of the
GPA, even if the more recent grade is lower. Every registration for a course and its grade remains as part
of a student’s transcript. Duplicate credit is not given. No adjustment to the cumulative GPA will be
made if the grade in the repeated course is a W. No more than three courses can be repeated at AURAK
over the course of a given degree program.
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A grade in an AURAK course will not be excluded from the CGPA based on the subsequent taking of an
equivalent course at a transfer institution. Note that individual programs may disallow students from
retaking certain high-demand courses simply for the purpose of improving their grade.

Academic Progress / GPA Retention Levels
Academic Excellence
To honor academic excellence, an AURAK Honor’s List is published comprising all students who have a
GPA equal to or greater than 3.5 after completing at least 6 credits, subject to the following conditions:
-

The student has completed all work assigned and does not have a grade of I in any of these
courses.
The student has no grade below a B.
The student has not repeated a course to improve the grade in any of the courses.

Satisfactory Progress
To make satisfactory progress toward degree completion, student must attain a cumulative GPA of 2.0
(“C”) or better.
Academic Warning, Probation, Suspension
At the end of each semester, the Registrar’s Office will identify cases of non-compliance with the
academic standards. Students who have received a semester GPA that has fallen below 2.0 are given an
academic warning. Students who receive two warnings during any four consecutive periods of
enrollment are on probation during the academic period of enrollment following the second warning,
unless suspension criteria apply.
Students whose cumulative GPA (CGPA) has fallen below 2.0, will be placed on academic probation. To
remain in the program, students on academic probation must revert to good academic standing (2.0
CGPA and above) within one semester from the date they are placed on probation. Students on
academic probation are limited to registering for a maximum of 12 credit hours in any fall or spring
semester. The Registrar’s Office will inform each student placed on probation, in writing, of the specific
outcomes required for reversion to good academic standing.
Students on academic probation are not eligible to hold or run for office in any organization or activity
associated with the university; travel to or compete in any event; or serve as a working member of any
student organization.
Students on probation for two semesters who fail to improve their CGPA accordingly are subject to
suspension. Students on suspension may not enroll for at least one full academic semester. They must
officially request readmission and write a letter to the Dean of Student Affairs stating 1) what they have
been doing during their period of suspension and 2) what they plan to do differently upon return if
readmitted to AURAK.
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Following a first suspension, students cannot take courses for two academic periods unless suspended
at the end of a summer term in which case the student will be unable to enroll for the fall semester, but
may return for the spring semester. Students receiving a second suspension may not take courses for
one full academic year. A third suspension results in dismissal from the university.
Students who have been suspended and are readmitted may be subject to dismissal if they do not earn
a minimum of a 2.0 (“C”) average during their first semester after readmission. Readmission is rarely
approved for a student who has been dismissed.

Intellectual Property (Student Work)
Intellectual property (IP) is property (an idea, invention, or process) that derives from the work of the
mind or intellect. IP is also an application, right or registration of an idea, invention or prose.
Copyrightable works, including publications and patentable works developed in connection with course
work by students who are not AURAK employees, are deemed to be intellectual property that belongs to
the student. However, AURAK may claim copyright ownership of a work or ownership of a patentable
invention when extraordinary use of university facilities, personnel, or resources is made in the
development of the materials or invention, especially when unrelated to course work. Students are
subject to the university’s stated policies regarding patents and copyrights.

University Withdrawal
Official withdrawal removes students from any academic program and cancels student status at AURAK.
In order to return to the university, students need to apply for readmission through the Admission
Office. Students who wish to withdraw have to complete a ‘withdrawal form’ available at the Registrar’s
Office and get clearance from all university departments. If the withdrawal process is completed
satisfactorily and all financial obligations to the university are cleared, the effective date of withdrawal is
noted on the student’s permanent academic record. The effective date is the date used for calculating
billing or refunds. No grades other than a W for the current semester are recorded.

Leave of Absence
Occasionally, students are forced to leave the university for a semester or two because of circumstances
beyond their control. Others find they simply need a break from studying. In such circumstances, taking
a leave of absence might be wise. Students who have an approved leave of absence for a semester or a
year may register for the semester in which they plan to return without applying for readmission.
Unless there are extenuating circumstances such as illness, a leave of absence is not normally given to a
student who leaves the university during a term.
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Non-academic Regulations

Drug and Alcohol Policy
The AURAK Campus adheres to the laws of the UAE concerning alcohol and drug use. Any student found
using drugs will face automatic dismissal. Any student found drinking alcohol or having it in their
possession on campus will be automatically dismissed.

Individuals with Disabilities Policy
The Campus is committed to providing equal access to employment and educational opportunities for
people with disabilities. AURAK recognizes that individuals with disabilities may need reasonable
accommodations to have equally effective opportunities to participate in or benefit from Campus
educational programs, services, and activities, and to have equal employment opportunities. The
Campus will adhere to all applicable UAE federal and state laws, regulations, and guidelines with respect
to providing reasonable accommodations as necessary to afford equal employment opportunity and
equal access to programs for qualified people with disabilities. Students requesting reasonable
accommodations for a disability should contact the Dean of Student Affairs.

Non-discrimination Policy
AURAK’s non-discrimination policy prohibits discrimination based on race, color, religion, national origin,
disability, sexual orientation, gender, or age. AURAK is committed to providing faculty, staff, and
students with an environment in which they may pursue their careers or studies free from
discrimination.
The cornerstone of this policy is the University’s Non-discrimination Policy Statement found in the
University’s Policies and Procedures Manual:
“The American University of Ras Al Khaimah is an equal opportunity institution committed to
the principle that access to study or employment opportunities afforded by the university, including all
benefits and privileges, be accorded to each person – student, faculty, or staff member, or applicant for
employment or admission – on the basis of individual merit and without regard to race, color, religion
(employees), national origin, disability, gender, or age (except where gender or age is a bona fide
occupational qualification).”
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Pets Policy
No pets, except those assisting people with disabilities, are permitted in Campus buildings at any time.
Pets on campus grounds must be on a leash and under supervision at all times.

Sexual Assault Policy
The following policy applies equally to all members of the AURAK community: students, faculty,
administrators, staff, contract employees, and visitors.
AURAK and the AURAK Campus is committed to providing an institutional environment where all people
may pursue their studies, careers, duties, and activities in an atmosphere free of threat of unwelcome
and unwanted sexual actions. It strongly condemns sexual offenses, will not tolerate sexual offenders,
and supports those who have been victimized.
The Campus will respond promptly, fairly, and decisively to all reports of sexual assault. Members of the
Campus community accused of sexual assault will be subject to Campus disciplinary procedures when
the alleged incident has occurred on campus, or when the incident has occurred off-campus and
materially affects the learning environment or operations of the campus. For those seeking assistance,
please contact the Office of Student Affairs.

Sexual Harassment Policy and Grievance Procedures
The University is committed to providing an institutional environment in which all persons may pursue
their studies, careers, duties, and activities in an atmosphere free of threat of unwelcome and unwanted
sexual advances. The University strongly condemns sexual offenses, will not tolerate offenders, and
supports those who have been harassed. Students who believe they have been the victim of sexual
harassment should report the incident to the Office of Student Affairs. This policy applies equally to all
members of University community: students, faculty, administrators, staff, contract employees, and
visitors.
Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual
nature constitute harassment when
(1) Submission to or rejection of such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition
of an individual’s academic performance or employment;
(2) Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for decisions about
academic evaluation, employment, promotion, transfer, selection for training, performance evaluation,
or selection for academic awards or benefits;
(3) Such conduct has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive educational
or work environment or substantially interferes with a student’s academic or an employee’s work
performance.
Students who believe they have been the victim of sexual harassment should report the incident to the
Office of Student Affairs.
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Smoke-free Environment Policy
Smoking is not permitted in any building on the AURAK Campus including the Student Residences.

Stalking Policy
Stalking is prohibited and will not be tolerated. Stalking is defined as behaviors or activities which, when
taken as a whole, give the victim reason to believe that his or her safety is at risk, or that materially
affects the learning experience or participation at AURAK. This policy applies to students, faculty, staff,
contractors, and visitors, as well as to the behaviors and activities that occur both on and off campus.
Victims of stalking are encouraged to report incidents to the Office of Student Affairs.
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Academic Programs

A degree program—the major or field—is a program of study that normally requires at least 30 credits
of coursework in a specific field. The degree and major or field appear on the diploma. The Bachelor of
Science degree programs at AURAK are professionally-oriented, and all require the completion of a
minimum of 120 credits, approximately 40 courses, including general education courses. Some programs
require additional coursework and all require an internship.
Degrees normally take four years to complete with a minimum of three years, assuming summer
enrollment. If a degree is not completed within six years, all coursework in the major is re-evaluated for
its current relevance.
A concentration is a second-order component of a degree program. A concentration consists of at least
twelve credit hours that are not applied to any other concentration. AURAK currently offers the
following four undergraduate majors and concentrations in the Bachelor of Science degree:
BS in Biotechnology
BS in Business Administration with concentrations in Finance, International Business, and
Marketing
BS in Computer Engineering
BS in Electronics and Communication Engineering
Degree Completion Requirements:
Successful completion of all credit hours as specified by the program curriculum with a
minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0.
Completion of the minimum enrollment period and not exceeding the maximum enrollment
period.
Transfer or concurrently enrolled students are required to complete a minimum of 50% of the
required credit hours at AURAK including the majority of the final 30 credit hours (please refer
to this Catalog for additional information on transfer credit policies).
Enrollment Periods:
The standard enrollment period for a Bachelor of Science degree is eight (8) academic semesters
or four (4) academic years. An academic year consists of two (2) academic semesters in addition
to an optional summer session or term.
The minimum enrollment period for a Bachelor of Science degree is three (3) academic years.
The maximum enrollment period for a Bachelor of Science degree is six (6) academic years.
Summer session or term is not considered an academic semester for the purposes of calculating
enrollment periods.
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General Education Program

Students in all academic programs at AURAK must complete the general education program, which
complements and contributes to the fulfillment of the mission of the university. Students are required
to take a set of courses outside their major to develop their understanding of broad disciplinary areas
and the connections between and among them. Courses approved for general education stress
experimental and activity-based learning and the application of knowledge to concrete situations.

Program Objectives
The General Education Program aims to develop self-directed individuals who:
Are engaged and committed citizens aware of the global effect of social, political, and economic
change.
Understand the nature of tradition and world cultures, understand the impact of the past on the
present, and respond sensitively in culturally diverse environments.
Are aware of ethical issues and think critically to make informed and responsible decisions.
Use empirical and logical reasoning to assess evidence, evaluate data, make decisions, and solve
problems.
Understand scientific principles and contemporary developments in science and technology and
their impact on human life and the environment.
Communicate clearly and effectively in writing and speech and understand the theoretical and
stylistic strategies that impact diverse audiences for various purposes.
Can locate access, critically evaluate, and use information ethically and efficiently for a variety of
purposes, and engage in independent investigations and research.
Can interpret the meaning of different forms of artistic expression within historical and
theoretical contexts and respond to works of art.

Program Learning Outcomes
Upon graduation the student will be able to:
Demonstrate effective written and oral communication skills and use current technology to
create a final written or oral product.
Recognize, analyze, and evaluate ethical issues and defend their positions through reasoned
argument.
Use logical and mathematical reasoning to analyze quantitative data and solve problems for
personal and professional purposes.
Use appropriate tools to access information, evaluate sources, and conduct independent
research.
Respect the contributions of multicultural contexts that enhance human experience, and to
appreciate the interdependence of the global community to facilitate coexistence in
multicultural environments.
Understand the historical contexts and variety of artistic forms, the nature and norms of
creative processes that shape creative works, and the ability to engage in creative production of
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original artifacts.
Employ the basic concepts of ethics or one of the social sciences to analyze a contemporary
issue.
Recognize, analyze and resolve scientific problems through the application of scientific methods.
Use computers for academic purposes, to incorporate technology into academic content, and to
access information efficiently.

Degree Requirements
To achieve these outcomes, the General Education Program requires students to take 37-40 credits in
the following six skill development and knowledge areas:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Effective communication
Empirical and mathematical reasoning
Creative and aesthetic understanding
Cross-cultural and global perspectives
Social and ethical understanding
Science of the natural and physical worlds

All students are required to take the course MEST 100: Introduction to Islam in World Culture (3
Credits) and UNIV 100: University Freshman Transition (I Credit).

I.

Skills Development

Students complete four to five courses (15-17 credits) in this area. Students who successfully test out of
ITEC 103 may take any other 3 or 4 credit course approved for general education.
1. Effective communication (9 credits)
Course Code
ENGL 100/101
COMM 100
COMM 101
ENGL 302

Course Title
Composition - English
Public Speaking
Interpersonal Communication & Group Interaction
Advanced Composition - English

Credits
3
3
3
3

2. Empirical and mathematical reasoning (6-8 credits)
a. Mathematics (3-4 credits)
Course Code
MATH 101
MATH 102
MATH 105
MATH 108
MATH 113

Course Title
Numbers & Data Interpretation
Mathematics & Civilization
Pre-Calculus
Introductory Calculus with Business Applications
Analytic Geometry & Calculus I
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Credits
3
3
3
3
4

b. Information Technology (3-4 credits)
Course Code
CISC 112
CISC 113
ITEC 103*
ITEC 104

Course Title
Introduction to Computer Programming
Introduction to Computer Programming Lab
Introduction to Computing
Information, Technology & Society

Credits
3
1
3
3

* Students have the opportunity to test out of ITEC 103 and substitute it with another general education course.

II.

Areas of Knowledge

Students must complete 18 – 22 credits from the following four categories, completing at least one
course in each group as the following:
1. Creative and aesthetic understanding (minimum 3 credits)
Course Code
ARTT 100
ENGL 201
COMM 102

Course Title
Introduction to the Visual Arts
Literature across Cultures
Reading Image & Film

Credits
3
3
3

2. Cross-cultural and global perspectives (minimum 3 credits)

Course Code
HIST 282
GLST 100
GLST 200

Course Title
Survey of Middle Eastern Civilization II
Topics in Global Perspectives, Problems & Prospects
Clash of Civilizations

Credits
3
3
3

3. Social and ethical understanding (minimum 3 credits)
Course Code
PHIL 100
PSYC 100
PSYC 102
SOCI 100
ECON 103

Course Title
Ethics in Today’s World
Introduction to Psychology
Self & Society
Introduction to Sociology
Principles of Microeconomics
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Credits
3
3
3
3
3

4. Science of the natural and physical worlds (minimum 3- 4 credits)
Course Code
BIOL 100
BIOL 108
BIOL 109
BIOL 110
BIOL 111
ENVS 100
ENVS 101
CHEM 100
CHEM 101
PHYS 110
PHYS 111

Course Title
Humankind in a Biological World
Cell Structure and Function
Cell Structure and Function Lab
Animal Biology
Animal Biology Lab
Energy & Environmental Science
Energy & Environmental Science Lab
Chemistry in Everyday Life
Chemistry in Everyday Life Lab
Physics I
Physics I Lab

Total Credits: 37-40
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Credits
3
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1

Biotechnology

Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology
Biotechnology is the modern face of the biological sciences. It embodies the application of scientific and
technological advances, particularly those involving the science of Molecular Genetics and Recombinant
DNA, to solve biological problems through the production of products, processes and services that are
beneficial to man and his environment.
In medicine, biotechnology aids in the manufacture of therapeutics, enzymes, antibiotics, vitamins, and
vaccines. In agriculture, biotechnology helps to improve food quality, quantity, and processing.
Additionally, biotechnology has applications in green manufacturing technologies and in environmental
protection by finding new ways to minimize contamination and pollution and finding alternative energy
resources. In the past decade, industry has increasingly turned to biotechnology to improve product
quality and make the production process easier, cleaner, and more cost-effective.
Biotechnology graduates work in fields such as molecular biology, genetics, plant and animal sciences,
food production, therapeutics, agriculture, and environmental sciences.

Program Mission
The Biotechnology Program aims to produce skilled and knowledgeable Biotechnologists capable of
applying their acquired knowledge usefully in scientific research and development in areas such as
medicine, science, agriculture and the environment for the benefit of society and the country, and of
maintaining the highest standards of professional ethics in the practice of their careers.

Program Objectives
The objectives of the Biotechnology Program are to:
Supply society with biologically literate citizens who are capable of advising and responsible
decision making.
Produce ambitious, creative graduates who are interested in continuing their education in the
biosciences.
Practice scientific inquiry and appreciate its role in the development of research, science,
technology and society.
Produce responsible biotechnology professionals to fulfill the employment and research needs
in the biotechnology industry that is emerging in UAE and the region.
Contribute to advancement of agriculture, medicine, and environmental sciences through the
application of biotechnology theory and recombinant DNA technology.
Enhance the students’ ability to integrate their acquired math, computer, and biosciences’
knowledge and skills to investigate and solve biological problems.
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Program Learning Outcomes
AURAK Biotechnology graduates should demonstrate:
An understanding of the factual and theoretical basis of biotechnology on the molecular,
cellular, and organism levels.
Comprehension of and appreciation for the role of biotechnology in explaining the unity,
similarity and diversity of life components with demonstrable understanding of the life
hierarchical organizations and their characteristics. Knowledge of the basic laboratory tools and
biotechnology related techniques to be able to function successfully within a biotechnology
industry setting.
Basic experience with computers and electronic communications in order to utilize the new
computer-assisted technologies for learning and applying biotechnology knowledge.
The ability to share biotechnology knowledge effectively by using a variety of skills and
resources. e.g., to use library and electronic resources to access, evaluate, organize and
communicate applied biological information clearly in written and oral form.
An understanding of the scientific method; an ability to cite scientific problems and approach
them analytically through the application of appropriate experimental design, technology, and
statistical methods.
The ability to interact with the larger community in discussions of the socioeconomic
implications of biotechnology industry and to promote responsible public decisions.
The ability to pursue further education as an independent life-long learner; the ability to
prepare for a variety of satisfying career options as biotechnologist and research assistant, and
for entrance into graduate programs and professional schools.
An understanding and appreciation of the significance and societal implications of biotechnology
applied to medicine, agriculture and the environment.
The ability to use some of the current computer tools, such as programs, software, and
databases for researching, analyzing and resolving biological problems mainly in genomics and
proteomics.

Degree Requirements
The BS in Biotechnology degree requires the completion of 128 credits in the following areas of study:

Area

Credit

University General Education Requirements
Mathematics and Science Courses
Biology Courses
Biotechnology Core Courses
Biotechnology Electives

40
35
8
39
6
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General Education Courses

Course Code
ARTT 100
COMM 100
CSCI 112
CSCI 113
ENGL 100/101
ENGL 201
ENGL 302
MATH 113
MEST 100
PHYS 110
PHYS 111
PSYC 100
ECON 103
BIOL 108
BIOL 109

40 credits

Course Title
Introduction to the Visual Arts
Public Speaking
Introduction to Computer Programming
Introduction to Computer Programming Lab
Composition
Literature across Cultures
Advanced Composition
Analytic Geometry and Calculus
Introduction to Islam in World Culture
University Physics I
University Physics I Lab
Introduction to Psychology
Principles of Microeconomics
Cell Structure and Function
Cell Structure and Function Lab

Mathematics and Science Courses

Course Code
BIOL 170
BIOL 354
BIOL 355
BIOL 370
CHEM 211
CHEM 212
CHEM 213
CHEM 214
CHEM 313
CHEM 314
CHEM 315
CHEM 316
MATH 114
MATH 203

Credits
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
4
3
3
1
3
3
3
1

35 credits

Course Title
Biostatistics
Biophysics
Biophysics Lab
Foundations in Mathematical Biology
General Chemistry I
General Chemistry I Lab
General Chemistry II
General Chemistry II Lab
Organic Chemistry I
Organic Chemistry I lab
Organic Chemistry II
Organic Chemistry II Lab
Analytic Geometry & Calculus II
Matrix Algebra
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Credits
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
1
3
2
3
2
4
3

Biology Courses

8 credits

Course Code
BIOL 110
BIOL 111
BIOL 210
BIOL 211

Course Title
Animal Biology
Animal Biology Lab
Plant Biology
Plant Biology Lab

Biotechnology Core Courses

Course Code
BIOL 230
BIOL 231
BIOL 320
BIOL 321
BIOL 352
BIOL 353
BIOL 430
BIOL 431
BIOL 380
BIOL 381
BIOL 420
BIOL 421
BIOL 432
BIOL 433
BIOL 240
BIOL 472
BIOL 450
UNIV 390

3
1
3
1

39 credits

Course Title
General Microbiology
General Microbiology Lab
General Genetics
General Genetics Lab
General Biochemistry
Biomolecules Analysis Lab
Cell Culture Theory & Technology
Cell Culture Techniques Lab
Biotechnology & Genetic Engineering
Biotechnology Lab Methods & Techniques
Molecular Biology & Genetics
Molecular Biology & Recombinant DNA Lab
Applied & Industrial Microbiology
Techniques in Applied & Industrial Microbiology
Ecology
Computer Skills for Biotechnology
Bioethics
Internship

Biotechnology Electives

Course Code
BIOL 212
BIOL 260
BIOL 322
BIOL 356
BIOL 357

Credits

Credits
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
3
2
3

6 credits

Course Title
Plant Morphology
Human Physiology
Microbial Genetics
Virology
Virology Lab

Credits
3
3
3
3
1
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BIOL 360
BIOL 361
BIOL 362
BIOL 422
BIOL 470
BIOL 471
BIOL 480
BIOL 481
BIOL 482
BIOL 491
BIOL 492
CSCI 211
MATH 213
MATH 225

Developmental Biology
Immunology
Immunology Lab
Advanced Molecular Biology
Bioinformatics & Computational Biology I
Bioinformatics & Computational Biology II
Food Biotechnology
Bioprocessing Technology in Pharmaceuticals Industry
Plant Breeding & Biotechnology
Seminar
Special Topics in Biotechnology
Object - Oriented Programming
Analytic Geometry and Calculus III
Discrete Mathematics
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3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
2
3
3
3

Biotechnology Four-Year Sample Schedule
Freshman Year, First Semester
Course
Code
BIOL
108
BIOL
109
CHEM
211
CHEM
212
ENGL
100/101
MATH
113

Freshman Year, Second Semester
Credits

Course
Code

Cell Structure & Function

3

BIOL 110

Animal Biology

3

Cell Structure & Function Lab

1

Animal Biology Lab

1

General Chemistry I

3

General Chemistry II

3

General Chemistry I Lab

1

BIOL 111
CHEM
213
CHEM
214

General Chemistry II Lab

1

Composition

3

Biostatistics

3

Analytic Geometry & Calculus I

4

BIOL 170
COMM
100
MATH
114

Public Speaking

3

Analytic Geometry & Calculus II

4

Course Title

Total

15

Total

Sophomore Year, First Semester
Course
Code
BIOL
210
BIOL
211
CHEM
313
CHEM
314
CSCI
112
CSCI
113
MEST
100

Credits

18

Sophomore Year, Second Semester
Credits

Course
Code

Plant Biology

3

BIOL 230

General Microbiology

3

Plant Biology Lab

1

BIOL 231

General Microbiology Lab

1

Organic Chemistry I

3

Ecology

3

Organic Chemistry I Lab
Introduction to Computer
Programming
Introduction to Computer
Programming Lab
Introduction to Islam in World
Culture

2

BIOL 240
CHEM
315
CHEM
316

Organic Chemistry II

3

Organic Chemistry II Lab

2

GEN ED
MATH
203

General Education Elective

3

Matrix Algebra

3

Course Title

Total

3
1
3

Course Title

16

Total

Junior Year, First Semester
Course
Code
BIOL
320
BIOL
321
BIOL
370
ENGL
302
PHYS
110
PHYS
111

Course Title

Credits

18

Junior Year, Second Year
Credits

Course
Code

General Genetics

3

BIOL 352

General Biochemistry

3

General Genetics Lab
Foundations in Mathematical
Biology

1

BIOL 353

Biomolecules Analysis Lab

1

3

BIOL 354

Biophysics

3

Advanced Composition

3

BIOL 355

Biophysics Lab

1

University Physics I

3

BIOL 380

3

University Physics I Lab

1

BIOL 381

Biotechnology & Genetics Engineering
Biotechnology Lab Methods &
Techniques

1

GEN ED

General Education Elective

3

Total

15

Course Title

Total

14
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Course Title

Credits

Course
Code
UNIV
390
Course
Code
BIOL
420
BIOL
421
BIOL
430
BIOL
431
GEN ED

Course Title
Internship
Senior Year, First Semester

Junior Year. Summer Semester
Course
Credits
Code

Course Title

Credits

3
Senior Year, Second Semester
Credits

Course
Code

Molecular Biology & Genetics
Molecular Biology & recombinant
DNA Lab

3

GEN ED

General Education Elective

3

1

BIOL 432

3

Cell Culture Theory & Technology

3

BIOL 433

Applied & Industrial Microbiology
Techniques in Applied & Industrial
Microbiology Lab

Cell Culture Techniques Lab

1

BIOL 450

Bioethics

2

General Education Elective

3

BIOL 472

Computer Skills for Biotechnology

3

3

Biotechnology Elective

Course Title

Biotechnology Elective
Total

14

Course Title
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1

3
Total

TOTAL CREDITS 128

Credits

15

BS Business Administration

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Concentrations in Finance, International Business, and Marketing
The degree in Business Administration is intended to provide a broad background of study for students
who wish to pursue a career in one of the many business sectors—retail, hospitality, information
technology, manufacturing, or non-profit organizations. The Business Administration program provides
students with tools and knowledge valuable to any business and with practice in developing skills such
as teamwork, analysis of numerical data, and communicating in writing and orally. Business
Administration majors may choose to specialize in finance, international business, or marketing by
taking four or more courses in one of those areas.

Program Mission
In line with the mission of the university, the mission of the Business Administration program is to
prepare knowledgeable, skilled, globally-oriented, and ethical graduates prepared for entrance into
business, government, and the professions or for graduate work.

Program Objectives
The objectives of the Business Administration Program are to ensure that graduates have:
Sufficient breadth of understanding of all basic business functions for successful practice
regionally and internationally.
Proficiency in their area of specialization.
Practical and interpersonal skills, teamwork, the ability to communicate orally and in writing,
and to learn independently.
An understanding of their ethical and social responsibilities in the conduct of business.
The ability to think critically and creatively to analyze and solve problems.

Program Learning Outcomes
AURAK Business Administration graduates should be able to:
Apply basic theories and principles of accounting, economics, finance, marketing, decision
science and management information systems with acceptable understanding of global business
environment.
Use their knowledge of specific business discipline and apply principles and theories to model,
analyze and solve business problems in their field.
Meet the entrance requirements for graduate or professional schools in business and related
fields.
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Work effectively as teams on projects, presenting case analyses and their solutions to panels of
professionals orally and in writing.
Effectively use information technology resources and software, including spreadsheets and
databases for various business applications.
Understand how ethical, social, legal, regulatory, environmental and technological elements of
the global business environment impact business decision making.
Evaluate business conditions and reach decisions, using statistical models, financial statements,
and global market views.

Degree Requirements
The Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (BSBA) program includes sixty-two credits of core
courses in business administration covering a broad knowledge of business areas and functions
emphasizing global business environment and practices. By completing the major business courses,
students will also gain essential knowledge in accounting, management, investment, finance and
marketing. Each student may choose twelve credits to further concentrate and gain depth in the area of
finance, marketing, or international business or they may also pursue a general Business Administration
major by completing 12 credits of business electives. Additionally, students must fulfill the general
education requirements with 37 credits and several specified business courses, and complete a three
credit internship. General electives complete the 120-credit program.
Areas
University General Education Requirement
Business Core Courses
Concentration courses or Business Electives
General Electives

Credits
37
62
12
9

General Education Courses

37 credits

Course Code
Course Title
Credits
ARTT 100
Introduction to the Visual Arts
3
BIOL 100
Humankind in a Biological World
3
COMM 100
Public Speaking
3
ENGL 100/101
Composition
3
ENGL 201
Literature across Cultures
3
ENGL 302
Advanced Composition
3
GENED
General Education Elective
3
ITEC 103*
Introduction to Computing
3
MATH 108
Introductory Calculus with Business Applications
3
MEST 100
Introduction to Islam in World Culture
3
PSYC 100
Introduction to Psychology
3
*Students can test out of this course (see General Education Requirements section)
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Business Administration Core Courses**
Course Code
ACCT 203
ACCT 301
ACCT 311
BUSN 301
BUSN 302
BUSN 498
ECON103
ECON104
ECON 310
FNAN 301
FNAN 311
MGMT 301
MGMT 311
MIST 102
MIST 301
MKTG 301
MKTG 312
OPMT 210
OPMT 301
OPMT 311
UNIV 390

62 credits
Course Title

Credits

Survey of Accounting
Financial Accounting and Managerial Decision Making
Managerial and Cost Accounting
Business Communication
Legal Environment of Business
(Capstone course) Advanced Business Models
Principles of Microeconomics
Principles of Macroeconomics
Money and Banking
Financial Management
Principles of Investments
Managing People and Organizations
Principles and Practices of Management
Spreadsheet Applications for Business
Introduction to Business Information Systems
Financial Management
Consumer Behavior
Statistical Analysis for Management
Operations Management
Methods and Models of Management Science
Internship

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
4
3
3
3

**Require a grade of C or better as “Graduation Requirements”
Concentration courses or Business electives
General Electives
Total

12 credits
9 credits
120 credits

General electives are needed to complete the 120 credits for a BSBA degree. Students should be aware
of the required pre-requisites for business courses; students will be removed from courses if they
register without having fulfilled the prerequisites. Business and general electives are selected with the
assistance of the academic advisor.

Finance Concentration
Coursework in the finance concentration covers topics such as planning, raising funds, making wise
investments and controlling costs. Using the context of the international economy, students study the
flow of money and credit among financial institutions and between borders, investment and portfolio
management, foreign currency, international banking, and the use of various financial instruments.
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Finance Concentration courses

12 Credits

Course Code
FNAN 321
FNAN 401
FNAN 411
FNAN 431

Course Title
Financial Institutions
Advanced Financial Management
Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management
International Financial Management

Credits
3
3
3
3

International Business Concentration
Business, government, and non-profit enterprises often operate globally. Knowledge of events and
cultures outside of one’s own is essential for success in this environment. To understand international
business, globalization, and how trade works in highly complex business transactions, this concentration
draws upon the traditional business disciplines and also upon psychology, sociology, economics,
geography, history, languages, and law.

International Business Concentration courses
Course Code
BUSN 305
MGMT 403
MKTG 407
OPMT 405

12 Credits

Course Title
International Business
Cross Cultural & Global Management
International Marketing
Supply Chain Management

Credits
3
3
3
3

Marketing Concentration
The marketing concentration provides students with a solid background in marketing concepts and
practices, with an emphasis on market analysis and planning, research, and consumer behavior. The
marketing specialization prepares students for a broad range of global and domestic career options in
market and consumer research, brand management, advertising, customer relationship management,
new market and business development, and marketing strategy. Opportunities in marketing have
increased as firms, government agencies, and nonprofit organizations have adopted a more market
orientation position.

Marketing Concentration Courses
Course Code
MKTG 333
MKTG 313
MKTG 407
MKTG 471

12 Credits

Course Title
Marketing Research Techniques & Applications
Integrated Marketing Communications
International Marketing
Marketing Management
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Credits
3
3
3
3

Business Administration Four-Year Sample Schedule
Freshman Year, First Semester
Course
Code

Freshman Year, Second Semester

Course Title

Credits

Course
Code

3

ECON 104

Principles of Macroeconomics

3

Course Title

Credits

GEN ED

General Education Elective

ECON 103

Principles of Microeconomics

3

COMM 100

Public Speaking

3

ENGL 101

Composition

3

GEN ED

General Education Elective

3

ITEC 103

Introduction to Computing

3

GEN ED

General Education Elective

1

MATH 108

Introductory Calculus with Business Applications

3

MEST 100

Introduction to Islam in World Culture

3

GEN ED

General Education Elective

3

Total

15

Total

Sophomore Year, First Semester
Course
Code

16

Sophomore Year, Second Semester

Course Title

Credits

Course
Code

Course Title

Credits

General Education Elective

3

General Education Elective

3

ACCT 203

Survey of Accounting

3

GEN ED

General Education Elective

3

GEN ED

General Education Elective

3

ECON 310

Money & Banking

3

MIST 102

Spreadsheet Applications for Business

1

ENGL 302

Advanced Composition

3

OPMT 210

Statistical Analysis for Management

4

MGMT 301

Managing People and Organizations

3

Total

14

Total

Junior Year, First Semester
Course
Code

15

Junior Year, Second Semester

Course Title

Credits

Course
Code

Course Title

Credits

ACCT 301

Financial Accounting & Managerial Decision Making

3

BUSN 301

Business Communication

3

BUSN 302

Legal Environment of Business

3

FNAN 301

Financial Management

3

MIST 301

Systems Analysis & Design

3

MGMT 311

Principles & Practices of Management

3

OPMT 301

Operations Management

3

MKTG 301

Principles of Marketing

3

3

Concentration Course or Business Elective

General Elective

Total

15

Total

3

15

Junior Year, Summer Semester
Course
Code
UNIV 390

Course Title
Internship

Credits

Course
Code

Course Title

Credits

3

Senior Year, First Semester
Course
Code

Course Title

Senior Year, Second Semester
Credits

Course
Code

Course Title

Credits

ACCT 311

Managerial & Cost Accounting

3

BUSN 498

Advanced Business Models

3

FNAN 311

Principles of Investments

3

OPMT 311

Methods & Models of Management Science

3

MKTG 312

Consumer Behavior

3

Concentration Course or Business Elective

3

Concentration Course or Business Elective

3

Concentration Course or Business Elective

3

General Elective

3

Total

15

TOTAL CREDITS 120
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Total

12

Computer Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
The Computer Engineering program integrates both electrical engineering and computer science in the
development of computer systems. These engineers are involved in many hardware and software
aspects of computing including design of microcontrollers, computers and circuit design. Computer
Engineers focus not just on how computers work but how to integrate them into larger systems.
Students learn the fundamentals of circuits, systems, and software associated with the design of
programmable systems as used for general purpose computing, communications, control, or signal
processing. Because of their broad skills in both hardware and software, students in computer
engineering are in high demand for employment after graduation. Computer engineering students are
also positioned to pursue graduate programs in either computer science or electrical engineering.

Program Mission
The mission of the Computer Engineering program is to produce graduates who have the necessary
theoretical background and the technical know-how and skills to create successful innovations and to
solve problems in the field and to understand the social and environmental issues that may be involved.
Graduates will have a thorough foundation in the basic principles of electrical engineering and
information technology and a broad introduction to electronics, the design of digital computer systems,
software development, data communications, and networking. Students will be prepared for
employment in diverse areas of computer engineering or for further study in a graduate program.

Program Objectives
Upon graduation students will:
•
•
•
•

Be technically competent and prepared well for careers in the field
Be prepared to practice their profession ethically and to continue to learn
Communicate effectively and be effective members or leaders of technical teams
Understand the global nature and effects of information technology and engineering

Program Learning Outcomes
AURAK Computer Engineering graduates should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering
Design and conduct experiments, to analyze and interpret data
Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs
Function effectively as multi-disciplinary team members
Identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems
Have an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility
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•
•
•
•
•

Communicate effectively
Acquire the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a
global and societal context
Recognize the need for, and an to engage in life-long learning
Acquire knowledge of contemporary issues
Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering

Degree Requirements
The BS in Computer Engineering requires the completion of 132 credits in the following areas of study:
Area
University General Education Requirements
Mathematics and Science Courses
Engineering Core Courses
Technical Electives
Business Electives

Credits
36
23
61
9
3

General Education Courses

(36 credits)

Course Code
Course Title
Credits
ARTT 100
Introduction to the Visual Arts
3
COMM 100
Public Speaking
3
CSCI 112
Introduction to Computer Programming
3
CSCI 113
Introduction to Computer Programming Lab
1
ECON 103
Principles of Microeconomics
3
ENGL 100/101
Composition
3
ENGL 201
Literature across Cultures
3
ENGL 302
Advanced Composition
3
PSYC 100
Introduction to Psychology
3
ITEC 103*
Introduction to Computing
3
MEST 100
Introduction to Islam in World Culture
3
MATH 113
Analytic Geometry and Calculus I
4
PHYS 110
Physics I
3
PHYS 111
Physics I Lab
1
*Students can test out of this course (see General Education Requirements section)
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Mathematics and Science Courses
Course Code
MATH 114
MATH 203
MATH 213
MATH 214
MATH 225
PHYS 220
PHYS 221
STAT 346

( 23 credits)

Course Title
Analytic Geometry and Calculus II
Matrix Algebra
Analytic Geometry and Calculus III
Elementary Differential Equations
Discrete Mathematics
Physics II
Physics II Lab
Probability for Engineers

Credits
4
3
3
3
3
3
1
3

Computer Engineering Core Courses (61 credits)
Course Code
CSCI 211
CSCI 215
CSCI 312
CENG 315
CENG 316
CENG 335
CENG 336
CENG 401
CSCI 411
CENG 431
CENG 432
ECEN 201
ECEN 202
ECEN 220
ECEN 221
ECEN 280
ECEN 281
ECEN 331
ECEN 332
ECEN 333
ECEN 334
ECEN 462
ECEN 463
ECEN 491
ECEN 492
ECEN 493
ENGR 107
UNIV 390

Course Title
Object Oriented Programming
Data Structures and Algorithms Design
Operating System Fundamentals
Microprocessors
Microprocessors Lab
Computer Architecture
Computer Systems Lab
Network Servers & Architecture
Software Engineering
Embedded System Design
Embedded System Design Lab
Introduction to Signal Analysis
Introduction to Signal Analysis Lab
Signal & Systems I
Signal & Systems I Lab
Electric Circuit Analysis
Electric Circuit Analysis Lab
Digital System Design
Digital System Design Lab
Linear Electronics I
Linear Electronics Lab I
Data and Computer Communication
Data and Computer Communication Lab
Engineering Seminar
Senior Design Project I
Senior Design Project II
Introduction to Engineering
Internship
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Credits
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
3
3
3
0
3
3
4
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
4
2
3

Course Code
CSCI 415
CENG 435
CENG 437
CENG 461
CENG 466
CENG 499
ECEN 431
ECEN 465
ECEN 481

Course Code
ACCT 203
BUSN 302
BUSN 303
MGMT 301
MKTG 301

Technical Electives (9 Credits)
Course Title
Introduction to Parallel Programming
Advanced Computer Architecture
Introduction to Robotics
Network Security
Wireless Communications and Networking
Special Topics in Computer Engineering
Digital Circuit Design
Computer Networking Protocols
Concepts of Multimedia Processing & Transmission

Business Electives ( 3 Credits)
Course Title
Survey of Accounting
Legal Environment of Business
Introduction to Entrepreneurship
Managing Behavior and Organizations
Principles of Marketing
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Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Credits
3
3
3
3
3

Computer Engineering Four-Year Sample Schedule
Freshman Year, First Semester
Course
Code
CSCI
112
CSCI
113
ENGL
101
ENGR
107
MATH
113
MEST
100

Course Title
Introduction to Computer
Programming
Introduction to Computer
Programming Lab

Freshman Year, Second Semester
Credits
3
1

Composition

3

Introduction to Engineering

2

Analytic Geometry & Calculus I
Introduction to Islam in World
Culture

4

Total

3

Course
Code
COMM
100
CSCI
211
MATH
114
MATH
225
PHYS
110
PHYS
111

GEN ED
ECEN
201
ECEN
202
MATH
213
PHYS
220
PHYS
221

Course Title
Data Structures & Algorithms
Design
General Education Elective

Credits
3
3

Introduction to Signal Analysis
Introduction to Signal Analysis Lab

3

Analytic Geometry & Calculus III

3

Physics II

3

Physics II Lab

1

Total

16

Course Title

3

Object Oriented Programming
Analytic Geometry & Calculus
II

3
4

Discrete Mathematics

3

Physics I

3

Physics I Lab

1
17

Sophomore Year, Second Year
Course
Code
ECEN
280
ECEN
281
ECEN
331
ECEN
332
MATH
203
MATH
214

Course Title

Credits

Electric Circuit Analysis

4

Electric Circuit Analysis Lab

1

Digital System Design

3

Digital System Design Lab

1

Matrix Algebra
Elementary Differential
Equations

3

Total

Junior Year, First Semester
Course
Code
CENG
315
CENG
316
CENG
335
ECEN
220
ECEN
221
ENGL
302
STAT
346

Credits

Public Speaking

Total

16

Sophomore Year, First Semester
Course
Code
CSCI
215

Course Title

3

15

Junior Year, Second Semester
Credits

Microprocessor

3

Microprocessor Lab

1

Computer Architecture

3

Signal & Systems I
Signal & Systems I Lab

3

Advanced Composition

3

Probability for Engineers

3

Total

16
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Course
Code
CENG
336
CSCI
312
ECEN
333
ECEN
334
ECEN
462
ECEN
463
ECON
103

Course Title

Credits

Computer Systems Lab
Operating System
Fundamentals

1

Linear Electronics I

3

Linear Electronics Lab I
Data & Computer
Communication
Data & Computer
Communication Lab

1
3

Principles of Microeconomics

3

Total

3

1

15

Course
Code
UNIV
390

Course Title

Junior Year, Summer Semester
Course
Credits
Code

Internship

GEN ED
CENG
401
CENG
431
CENG
432
CSCI
411
ECEN
492

Credits

3

Senior Year, First Semester
Course
Code

Course Title

Course Title

Senior Year, Second Semester
Credits

General Education Elective

3

Network Servers & Architecture

3

Embedded System Design

Course
Code
ECEN
491
ECEN
493
GEN ED

Course Title

Credits

Senior Seminar

1

Senior Design Project II

4

General Education Elective

3

Embedded System Design Lab

3

Business Elective

3

Software Engineering

3

Technical Elective 2

3

Senior Seminar Project I

2

Technical Elective 3

3

Technical Elective

3
Total

17
TOTAL CREDITS 132
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Total

17

Electronics and Communications Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Electronics and Communications Engineering
Electronics and Communication Engineering is among the most challenging fields of study in electrical
engineering. The areas of study in electronics and communication engineering are quite diverse.
Electronics and communication engineering course give enormous job opportunities in electronics,
communication and software companies. All electronic devices need a software interface to run and
come with one or another device controlling programs architected and developed by electronics and
communication engineering. It also gives great opportunities for research and development, as everyday
consumers need new devices to support them in daily life.

Program Mission
The mission of the Electronics and Communications Engineering program is to provide graduates with a
sound understanding of fundamental engineering principles and applications in the field. Graduates will
have a comprehensive understanding of subjects like signals and systems, digital logic, circuits and
electronics, and the theory and applications of digital communications, particularly networks and
wireless communications. Graduates will be prepared for graduate study or employment. They will be
able to demonstrate their ability to apply the knowledge and methodologies of electronics and
communications engineering essential for a successful career.

Program Objectives
Upon graduation students will be:
Successful practitioners in the region and worldwide
Grounded in the fundamental concepts of electronics and communications engineering and able to
continue their professional development throughout their careers
Skilled in communicating clearly, working productively in teams, and capable of functioning
responsibly in diverse cultural environments

Program Learning Outcomes
AURAK Electronics and Communications Engineering graduates should be able to:
Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering
Design and conduct experiments, to analyze and interpret data
Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs
Function effectively as multi-disciplinary team members
Identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems
Have an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility
Communicate effectively
Acquire the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global
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and societal context
Recognize the need for, and to engage in life-long learning
Acquire knowledge of contemporary issues
Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering

Degree Requirements
The BS in Electronics and Communications Engineering requires the completion of 132 credits in the
following areas of study.
Area
University General Education Requirements
Mathematics, Science and IT Courses
Electronics and Communications Engineering Core Courses
Technical Electives
Business Electives

Credit
36
24
60
9
3

University General Education Requirements (36 Credits)
Course Code
Course Title
Credits
ARTT 100
Introduction to the Visual Arts
3
COMM 100
Public Speaking
3
CSCI 112
Introduction to Computer Programming
3
CSCI 113
Introduction to Computer Programming Lab
1
ECON 103
Principles of Microeconomics
3
ENGL 100/101
Composition
3
ENGL 201
Literature across Cultures
3
ENGL 302
Advanced Composition
3
PSYC 100
Introduction to Psychology
3
ITEC 103*
Introduction to Computing
3
MEST 100
Introduction to Islam in World Culture
3
MATH 113
Analytic Geometry and Calculus I
4
PHYS 110
Physics I
3
PHYS 111
Physics I Lab
1
*Students can test out of this course (see General Education Requirements section)

Course Code
MATH 114
MATH 203
MATH 213
MATH 214
PHYS 220
PHYS 221
PHYS 222
PHYS 223
STAT 346

Mathematics, Science and IT Courses ( 24 Credits)
Course Title
Credits
Analytic Geometry and Calculus II
4
Matrix Algebra
3
Analytic Geometry and Calculus III
3
Elementary Differential Equations
3
Physics II
3
Physics II Lab 1
1
Physics III
3
Physics III lab
1
Probability for Engineers
3
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Electronics and Communications Engineering Core Courses ( 60 Credits)
Course Code
Course Title
Credits
ECEN 101
Information Technology for Electrical Engineers
3
ECEN 102
Information Technology for Electrical Engineers Lab
0
ECEN 201
Introduction to Signal Analysis
3
ECEN 202
Introduction to Signal Analysis Lab
0
ECEN 220
Signal & Systems I
3
ECEN 221
Signal & Systems I Lab
0
ECEN 260
Modern Telecommunications
3
ECEN 280
Electric Circuit Analysis
4
ECEN 281
Electric Circuit Analysis Lab
1
ECEN 305
Electromagnetic Theory
3
ECEN 320
Signal and Systems II
3
ECEN 321
Signal and Systems II Lab
0
ECEN 331
Digital System Design
3
ECEN 332
Digital System Design Lab
1
ECEN 333
Linear Electronics I
3
ECEN 334
Linear Electronics I
1
ECEN 431
Digital Circuit Design
3
ECEN 433
Linear Electronics
3
ECEN 434
Linear Electronics Lab II
1
ECEN 460
Communication and Information Theory
3
ECEN 461
Communication Engineering Lab
1
ECEN 462
Data and Computer Communication
3
ECEN 464
Digital Communication Systems
3
ECEN 491
Engineering Seminar
1
ECEN 492
Senior Design Project I
2
ECEN 493
Senior Design Project II
4
ENGR 107
Introduction to Engineering
2
UNIV 390
Internship
3

Course Code
ECEN 430
ECEN 435
ECEN 437
ECEN 465
ECEN 466
ECEN 467
ECEN 481
ECEN 488
ECEN 499

Technical Electives ( 9 Credits)
Course Title
Principles of Semiconductor Devices
Introduction to Optical Electronics
Power Electronics
Computer Networking Protocols
Digital Signal Processing
Mobile and Wireless Communications
Concepts of Multimedia Processing & Transmission
Fundamentals of Satellite Communication
Special Topics in ECEN
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Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Course Code
ACCT 203
BUSN 302
BUSN 303
MGMT 301
MKTG 301

Business Electives ( 3 Credits)
Course Title
Survey of Accounting
Legal Environment of Business
Introduction to Entrepreneurship
Managing Behavior and Organizations
Principles of Marketing
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Credits
3
3
3
3
3

Electronics & Communications Engineering Four-Year Sample Schedule
Freshman Year, First Semester
Course
Code
ECEN 101

Course Title

Freshman Year, Second Semester
Credits

Course Code

Credits

Information Technology for Electrical Engineers
Information Technology for Electrical Engineers
Lab

3

CSCI 112

ENGL 101
ENGR
107

Composition

3

CSCI 113

Public Speaking
Introduction to Computer
Programming
Introduction to Computer
Programming Lab

Introduction to Engineering

2

ECEN 201

Introduction to Signal Analysis

MATH 113

Analytic Geometry & Calculus I

4

ECEN 202

Introduction to Signal Analysis Lab

3

MEST 100

Introduction to Islam in World Culture

3

MATH 114

Analytic Geometry & Calculus II

4

PHYS 110

Physics I

3

PHYS 111

Physics I Lab

ECEN 102

Total

COMM 100

Course Title

15

Total

Sophomore Year, First Semester
Course
Code

Course Title

3
3
1

1

18

Sophomore Year, Second Semester
Credits

Course
Code

Course Title

Credits

ECEN 260

Modern Telecommunications

3

ECEN 220

Signal & Systems I

GEN ED

General Education Elective

3

ECEN 221

Signal & Systems I Lab

3

MATH 203

Matrix Algebra

3

ECEN 280

Electric Circuit Analysis

4

MATH 213

Analytic Geometry & Calculus III

3

ECEN 281

Electric Circuit Analysis Lab

1

PHYS 220

Physics II

3

MATH 214

Elementary Differential Equations

3

PHYS 221

Physics II Lab

1

PHYS 222

Physics III

3

PHYS 223

Physics III Lab

1

Total

16

Total

Junior Year, First Semester
Course
Code

Course Title

Junior Year, Second Semester
Credits

ECEN 320

Signal & Systems II

ECEN 321

Signal & Systems II Lab

ECEN 331

Digital System Design

ECEN 332

Digital System Design Lab

1

ECEN 333

Linear Electronics I

3

ECEN 334

Linear Electronics Lab I

1

ENGL 302

Advanced Composition

3

STAT 346

Probability for Engineers

Total
Course
Code
UNIV 390

Course
Code

Course Title

Credits

ECEN 305

Electromagnetic Theory

3

3

ECEN 431

Digital Electronics

3

3

ECEN 433

Linear Electronics II

3

ECEN 460
ECON
103

Communication & Information Theory

3

Principles of Microeconomics

3

3

17
Junior Year, Summer Semester

Course Title
Internship

Credits

Course
Code

Total
Course Title

15
Credits

3

Senior Year, First Semester
Course
Code

15

Senior Year, Second Semester
Credits

Course
Code

GEN ED

General Education Elective

3

ECEN 464

Digital Communication Systems

3

ECEN 434

Linear Electronics Lab II

1

ECEN 491

Senior Seminar

1

Course Title
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Course Title

Credits

ECEN 461

Communication Engineering Lab

1

ECEN 493

Senior Design Project II

4

ECEN 462

Data & Computer Communication

3

GEN ED

General Education Elective

3

ECEN 492

Senior Design Project I

2

Technical Elective 2

3

Business Elective

3

Technical Elective 3

3

Technical Elective 1

3

Total

16
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Total

17

Course Descriptions
Course Title
Accounting
Anthropology
Arabic
Art / Art History
Biology, Bioinformatics, Biotechnology
Business
Chemistry
Communication
Computer Engineering
Computer Sciences
Economics
Electronics & Communication Engineering
Engineering
English Language Program
Environmental Science
Finance
Geography
History
Human Resource Management
Information Technology
Management
Management Information Systems
Marketing
Mathematics
Middle Eastern Studies
Operations Management
Philosophy
Physics
Political Sciences
Psychology
Sociology
Statistics
Strategic Communications & Media Studies
University Studies

Previous Code
----------GEAR
GEAT
-----BUSM / BULW
SCCH
GECM
------SCCS
GEEC
ECE
SCEN
ELP
------BUFN
GEGO
GEHS
------SCIT
BUMG
BUMI
BUMK
SCMT
------------------SCPH
GEGT
GEPS
GESO
SCST
------GEUN
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New Code
ACCT
ANTH
ARAB
ARTT
BIOL
BUSN
CHEM
COMM
CENG
CSCI
ECON
ECEN
ENGR
ELPR
ENVS
FNAN
GEOG
HIST
HRMT
ITEC
MGMT
MIST
MKTG
MATH
MEST
OPMT
PHIL
PHYS
POLS
PSYC
SOCI
STAT
SCMS
UNIV

Course Descriptions
Course titles are followed by numbers in parentheses (0:0:0), separated by colons. The first number
refers to the number of credits; the second number, hours of lecture or seminar per week; and the third
number, hours of laboratory or studio per week. For independent study, readings, topics, or similar
courses, individual instructors set hours.
Courses numbered 499 and below are undergraduate courses. Course numbers in the 100 series are
customarily taken by first year students, the 200 series by second year students, the 300 series by third
year students, and the 400 series by fourth year students. The number designations of the course
descriptions in this chapter have the following significance:
Single number (BIOL 100) indicates the course is complete within a single semester, and the
semester course may be taken separately with credit toward a degree.
Double number separated by a comma indicates that the subject matter or content of the
course extends through two semesters, but that either semester may be taken by itself.
Unless otherwise specified, the first semester is not a pre-requisite to the second semester.

ACCOUNTING
ACCT 203 (BUAC 203) Survey of Accounting (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECON 103
Introduction to financial and managerial accounting emphasizes the ethical use of accounting
information. Topics include: transactions analysis, the accounting cycle, financial statement analysis,
revenue recognition and cost measurement, present value, costs systems, analyzing cost-volume-profit
relationships and operating budgets, and ethical decision-making.
ACCT 301 (BUAC 301) Financial Accounting & Managerial Decision –Making (3.3.0)
Pre-requisites: ACCT 203 or equivalent and sophomore standing.
Introduction to financial statements and business decisions, investing and financing decisions and the
balance sheet, operating decisions and the income statement, adjustment financial statements,
communicating/interpreting financial information, reporting and interpreting liabilities, owner’s equity,
and bonds.
ACCT 311 (BUAC 311) Managerial and Cost Accounting (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ACCT 301
Develops skills in identifying business processes, transforming data into useful information, and making
managerial decisions. Includes analyzing and managing costs, developing cost systems that facilitate
decision-making, identifying opportunities for improving business process, creating financial and
operating budgets for planning and control, and developing measures to assess performance.

ART / ART HISTORY
ARTT 100 (GEAT 101) Introduction to the Visual Arts (3:3:0)
An introductory course to the Who? What? When? Where? Why? And How? Of two- and threedimensional visual objects and their social and cultural importance from ancient times to the present.
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BIOL 100 Humankind in a Biological World (3:3:0)
How human beings interact with, affect, and are affected by other living organisms. Addresses the ways
in which human activities have had an impact on other life on earth, mankind and disease, and the
development of scientific thought.
BIOL 108 (BIOL 203) Cell Structure and Function (3:3:0)
Co-requisite: BIOL 109
Cell chemistry structure, metabolism, and genetics. For science majors and pre-professionals in the life
sciences.
BIOL 109 Cell Structure and Function Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 108
Basic Lab techniques in cell biology to accompany BIOL 108.
BIOL 110 (BIOL 303) Animal Biology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 108; Co-requisite: BIOL 111
Survey of all animal groups and protozoa, structure and function of vertebrates, evolutionary theory,
and evolutionary history of major animal groups.
BIOL 111 Animal Biology Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 110
Basic laboratory techniques in animal biology to accompany BIOL 110.
BIOL 170 (BIOL 312) Biostatistics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 108.
Use of probability and descriptive and inferential statistical techniques in interpreting biological data.
BIOL 210 (BIOL 304) Plant Biology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 108; Co-requisite: BIOL 211
Plants, their structure, development, nutrition, and ecology. Emphasizes flowering plants, but surveys all
groups and their phylogenetic relationships.
BIOL 211 Plant Biology Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 210
Basic laboratory techniques in plant biology to accompany BIOL 210.
BIOL 212 (BIOL 317) Plant Morphology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 210
Origin and development of organs, tissue systems, and life cycles of green plants, with phylo-genetic
comparisons from algae to angiosperms.
BIOL 230 (BIOL 305) General Microbiology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 108; Co-requisite: BIOL 231
Structure of eubacteria, eukaryotic cells, and archaea, classification of microorganisms, microbial
metabolism, microbial growth, microbial genetics, DNA, bacteria and fungi, viruses, specific defenses
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and diseases.
BIOL 231 (BIOL 306) General Microbiology Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 230
Laboratory techniques in culturing, staining, and identifying microorganisms. BIOL 240 (BIOL 307)
Ecology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 110 and 210
Physical environment, energy flow, structure and function of populations, dynamics of communities,
and succession.
BIOL 260 (BIOL 411) Human Physiology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 110
Organ system approach to study of homeostasis, including cardiovascular, respiratory, renal, digestive,
endocrine, and nervous system functions.
BIOL 320 (BIOL 311) General Genetics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: BIOL 110, 210 and 230; Co-requisite: BIOL 321
Basic principles of heredity and modern developments in this field.
BIOL 321 General Genetics Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 320
Basic genetics laboratory techniques to accompany BIOL 320.
BIOL 322 (BIOL 405) Microbial Genetics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 230
Structure and function of bacterial DNA, emphasizing mechanisms of gene transfer, expression and
regulation. Introduces DNA repair, mutation, and life cycles of bacteriophage.
BIOL 352 (BIOL 433) General Biochemistry (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 320; Co-requisite: BIOL 353
Structure and function of proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids. Enzymology, and metabolism and its
control.
BIOL 353 Biomolecules Analysis Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 352
Major biochemistry techniques with wet lab practice of separation, identification, and quantization
techniques that exploit properties of biological molecules and computer lab use of RASMOL to study the
3D structures of biological macromolecules from PDB files (Protein Data Bank).
BIOL 354 Biophysics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: PHYS 110, CHEM 213, MATH 113, and BIOL 230; Co-requisite: BIOL 355
The use of physical methods in the study of biological systems including macromolecules, membranes,
nerves, muscle, photosynthetic systems and visual systems.
BIOL 355 Biophysics Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 354
Biophysics Lab to accompany BIOL 354
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BIOL 356 Virology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 320
Characteristics, structure and functions of major families of viruses, intrinsic properties of viruses that
cause diseases, their development and life cycles, interaction with host cells, genetics, and tumor
induction and epidemiology.
BIOL 357 Virology Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 356
Basic laboratory techniques used to purify and characterize viruses such as phages.
BIOL 360 (BIOL 315) Developmental Biology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 320
Principles of embryonic development and differentiation in animal species at cellular, molecular, tissue,
and whole organism levels.
BIOL 361 (BIOL 413) Immunology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 320
Topics include structure and function of immunoglobulin, role of cell mediated immunity, protective role
of immune system, and disease and injury related to malfunctions of immune system.
BIOL 362 Immunology Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 361
An introduction to experimental design and basic techniques commonly used in clinical immunology,
serology and research laboratories.
BIOL 370 (BIOL 354) Foundations in Mathematical Biology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CHEM 213, MATH 114, BIOL 110 and 210
Draws from natural sciences, social and behavioral sciences, quantitative reasoning, and information
technology to address topics in ecology, physiology, biochemistry, and behavior. Techniques include
ordinary differential equations, difference equations, algebric equations, and computer simulations.
BIOL 380 (BIOL 335) Biotechnology & Genetic Engineering (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CHEM 213, MATH 113, and BIOL 320; Co-requisite BIOL 381
Theory and applications, including significance and societal implications of biotechnology applied to
medicine, agriculture, and the environment.
BIOL 381 Biotechnology Lab Methods and Techniques (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 380
Techniques used in biotechnology research and industry--separation, identification, and manipulation
strategies and techniques for macromolecules used for molecular diagnostics, pharmaceuticals,
fermentation, and bio manufacturing with a focus on proteins, DNA and RNA.
BIOL 420 (BIOL 432) Molecular Biology and Genetics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 320; Co-requisite: BIOL 421
Basic concepts of structure and function of genetic material at molecular level. Topics such as DNA
replication, chromosome structure, gene expression and mutation, DNA repair and transposable
elements are covered in molecular detail.
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BIOL 421 Molecular Biology & Recombinant DNA Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 420
Modern molecular biology techniques such as bacterial transformation and plasmid DNA purification,
restriction digest and gel electrophoresis, mammalian cell culture, gene transfer and expression,
isolation of DNA and RNA from eukaryotic cells, hybridization, reverse transcription, and polymerase
chain reaction and cloning DNA fragments.
BIOL 422 Advanced Molecular Biology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 352
Dissection analysis of the structural, organizational, and evolutionary components of the Dogma of
molecular biology from genomic point of view. Comparison of structural and regulatory mechanisms of
genomes in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes organisms.
BIOL 430 Cell Culture Theory and Technology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 320; Co-requisite: BIOL 431
Structure, growth, and function of plant and animal cells. Technology involved in cell and tissue culture,
cell preservation, protoplast culture and fusion, cell cloning and fusion, monoclonal antibody
production, breeding and genetic engineering. Applications of stem cells for agriculture and therapeutic
purposes.
BIOL 431 Cell Culture Techniques Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 430
Principles and practical applications of animal and plant tissue culture. Molecular techniques or
manipulation and maintenance of cells in culture using plant and animal systems.
BIOL 432 (BIOL 402) Applied and Industrial Microbiology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 230, and CHEM 213; Co-requisite: BIOL 433
Biology of microorganisms of ecological and industrial significance, including food production, spoilage
and preservation, fermentation technology, waste disposal, water purification, biodeterioration, and
decomposition.
BIOL 433 (BIOL 403) Techniques in Applied & Industrial Microbiology Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: BIOL 432
Lab exercises of basic methodologies applied in industrial microbiology including isolation of
commercially useful strains and techniques in production and purification of industrial products.
BIOL 450 Bioethics (2:2:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 320
Selected ethical issues arising from the application of modern biotechnology to microorganisms, plants,
animals, and humans, and ethics and misconduct in research, authorship and peer review.
BIOL 470 (BIOL 451) Bioinformatics and Computational Biology I (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 320, CSCI 112, and MATH 114
Application of computational methods in sequence alignment, gene and motif finding, structure and
function prediction and modeling of nucleic acids and proteins. Sequence pattern recognition, structural
conformation modeling, phylogenetic analysis methods, and image comparisons are also covered.
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BIOL 471 (BIOL 452) Bioinformatics and Computational Biology II (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 470
The design and use of parallel genomics platforms, mapping the measurements to biomolecules;
approaches for inferring biological pathways; systematic approaches to biology using inference methods
for gene and protein networks, predicting system outputs given specified inputs.
BIOL 472 Computer Skills for Biotechnology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CSCI 112, BIOL 352 and 420
Application of computational and analytical methods to problems in biotechnology including the use
and theoretical bases of software tools employed in biotechnology and bioinformatics research.
BIOL 480 Food Biotechnology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 320
Impact of biotechnology on food production. Genetic tools, as applied to food biotechnology.
Improvement of microbes used in food production by modern biotechnological approaches. Discussion
of related ethical and legal issues and regulation of modern biotechnology.
BIOL 481 Bioprocessing Technology in the Pharmaceutical Industry (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 352 and 420
Overview of the main elements, theory and application of biotechnology procedures, bioprocess design
settings and operations related to the development of biopharmaceutical products including good
manufacturing practices and bioprocessing equipment standards. Emphasis on fermentation, harvest,
primary and final purification of cultured cells and microorganisms, media and buffer preparation,
equipment cleaning and sterilization, and critical process utilities.
BIOL 482 Plant Breeding and Biotechnology (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: BIOL 352
Genetic principles and techniques used in plant modification. Principles of molecular, transmission, and
quantitative genetics as applied to plant breeding.
BIOL 491 (BIOL 492) Senior Seminar (1:1:0)
Pre-requisite: 90 credits and department approval
Capstone course.
BIOL 492 Special Topics in Biotechnology (2:2:0)
Pre-requisite: 90 credits and department approval
Major advances in genomics, proteomics, metabolomics and their explorations for biotechnological
applications.

BUSINESS
BUSN 301 (BUSM 301) Business Communications (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: COMM 100/COMM101
Introduces fundamentals of business writing models and writing as a learning tool. Writing about
interrelationships among accounting, finance, information systems, marketing, and operations
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BUSN 302 (BULW 302) Legal Environment of Business (3:3:0)
Emphasizes government regulatory process, business ethics, and social responsibility. Regulatory topics
include torts and crimes, product liability, intellectual property and cyber law, contracts, and issues
related to employment and competition.
BUSN 303 Introduction to Entrepreneurship (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECON 103
Focuses on the vital role played by entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship in the 21st century global
economy, examines the process of successfully launching and growing an entrepreneurial venture by
applying the entrepreneurial process. Integrates different disciplines, mixes theory with practice, and
applies principles, concepts, and frameworks to real world situations.
BUSN 305 (BUSM 305) International Business (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECON 103 and ECON 104
Multidisciplinary approach to the global business environment from the viewpoint of managing
international business. Introduces unique aspects of managing in the global economy, including theory
of political economy of international trade and foreign direct investment, global monetary system, and
strategy of international business.
BUSN 498 (BUSM 498) Capstone Course: Advanced Business Models (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: Senior standing
Integrated exploration of business models and industry dynamics based on case analyses to assess
competition, organizational strategy, and firm performance. Examination of strategic change in
organizations from multiple perspectives, integrating knowledge from core course work into several
papers and major presentations.

CHEMISTRY
CHEM 100 Chemistry in Everyday Life (3:3:0)
Cooking, taking a medication, driving a car, our bodies--all involve fundamental concepts of chemistry.
Study of how the scientific method has led to many discoveries in chemistry and the understanding of
how chemistry impacts our daily lives from basic chemical reactions to chemical bonding and the
chemistry of life itself.
CHEM 101 Chemistry in Everyday Life Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: CHEM 100
Laboratory experiences to accompany Chemistry in Everyday Life.
CHEM 211 (SCCH 211) General Chemistry I (3:3:0)
Co-requisite: CHEM 212
Foundation of chemical concepts; basic facts and principles of chemistry, including atoms, molecules,
ions, chemical equations, gas theory, thermo chemistry, quantum theory, molecular geometry, and
liquids and solids. Students majoring in science or engineering should select this course.
CHEM 212 General Chemistry I Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: CHEM 211
Laboratory techniques to accompany General Chemistry I.
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CHEM 213 (SCCH 212) General Chemistry II (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CHEM 211; Co-requisite: CHEM 214
Foundation of chemical concepts; basic facts and principles of chemistry including states of matter,
reaction kinetics, homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction equilibrium, electrochemistry, nuclear
chemistry, and properties and uses of the more important elements and their compounds. For science
and engineering majors.
CHEM 214 General Chemistry II Lab (1:0:3)
Co-requisite: CHEM 213
Laboratory techniques to accompany General Chemistry II
CHEM 313 (SCCH 313) Organic Chemistry I (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CHEM 213
Foundation of organic chemistry; theoretical, synthetic, industrial, and biological aspects of the
chemistry of carbon compounds. Discussions include the chemistry of saturated and unsaturated
hydrocarbons and their derivatives and alcohols and ethers, their syntheses, nomenclature, reactions,
mechanisms, stereochemistry, and uses.
CHEM 314 (SCCH 315) Organic Chemistry I Lab (2:0:4)
Co-requisite: CHEM 313
Laboratory techniques to accompany Organic Chemistry I.
CHEM 315 (SCCH 314) Organic Chemistry II (3:3:0)
Co-requisite: CHEM 316; Prerequisite: CHEM 313
The chemical nature of bio-organic molecules and bio-macromolecules, with a focus on biophysical
properties, synthesis and modification, purification, identification and separation. Fundamentals of
techniques used in the biotechnology industry such as spectroscopy, UV-VIS, IR, NMR, MS,
chromatography, electrophoresis and fluorescence microscopy.
CHEM 316 (SCCH 318) Bio-Organic Chemistry II Lab (2:0:4)
Co-requisite: CHEM 315; Prerequisite: CHEM 313
Practical experience with common techniques for synthesis, separation, purification, and identification
of bio-organic molecules including spectroscopy, chromatography, electrophoresis, MS, NMR, IR, UVVIS, ultra centrifugation, isotope tracers, chemiluminescence, and fluorescence microscopy.

COMMUNICATION
COMM 100 (GECM 100) Public Speaking (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ENGL 100/101
Principles to develop effective presentations for public and professional settings using appropriate
technologies. Emphasizes analyzing audience; composing meaningful, coherent messages; conducting
responsible research; developing effective arguments; and improving delivery skills to strengthen
confidence and credibility.
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COMM 101 (GECM 101) Interpersonal Communication and Group Interaction (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ENGL 100/101
Principles to develop appropriate and effective communication strategies in one-to-one and small group
communication settings. Emphasizes analyzing and assessing communication skills to create and sustain
effective communication in personal and professional relationships.
COMM 102 Reading Image and Film (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: COMM 100/101
The aesthetic effects and strategies of persuasion in contemporary visual images. Examples drawn from
images in electronic media, film, photographs, cartoons, advertisements, and public performances and
events.

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
CENG 315 Microprocessors (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: CSCI 112 and ECEN 331
Microprocessors as components in a computer system; programmer’s view of a microprocessor’s
architecture; microprocessor instruction set; assembly language programming; interrupts; input and
output; interfacing a microprocessor to memory and I/O devices from the programmer’s view
CENG 316 Microprocessors Lab (1:0:3)
Pre-requisites: CSCI 112; Co-requisite: CENG 315
Laboratory experiments to accompany the Microprocessors course. Topics include: the Assembly
Language software development environment (simulator, assembler and linker); Assembly Language of
the chosen microprocessor; interrupts; programming with input and output devices. A comprehensive
software project.
CENG 335 Computer Architecture (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 331
The design of computer systems and components. Processor design, instruction set design, and
addressing; control structures and microprogramming; memory management, caches, and memory
hierarchies; and interrupts and I/O structures.
CENG 336 Computer Systems Lab (1:0:3)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 331, Co-requisite CENG 335
Hardware/software configurations, installations, usage, and basic troubleshooting techniques of modern
personal computers. Includes: installation and configuration of the latest Windows Operating System
and a Linux variant; identification, installation, configuration and trouble shooting of processors,
memory, storage drives, expansion cards, and networking devices.
CENG 401 Network Servers and Architecture (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 462
IP networking concepts and practices for using DHCP, DNS, secure communication, routing, remote
address services, web servers, and network connectivity between operating systems. TCP/IP, routing
architecture, and understand application level services used in Internet. Networking lab sessions focus
on using switches and routers connected in LANs and WANs.
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CENG 431 Embedded Systems Design (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CENG 315 and ECEN 333; Co-requisite 432
Introduction to the design of embedded and ubiquitous computing systems including their hardware
and software architectures, design methodologies and tools, and communication protocols.
Comprehensive project to design , implement and evaluate a prototype embedded system.
CENG 432 Embedded Systems Design Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: CENG 431
Laboratory to accompany CENG 431
CENG 435 Advanced Computer Architecture (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: CENG 315 and 335
Principles of pipelining, parallelism, and memory management. Topics include cache and virtual
memory, pipelining techniques, and vector processors, multiprocessors, and distributed computing
systems.
CENG 437 Introduction to Robotics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CENG 431
Fundamental Concepts I Robotics, including coordinate transformations, sensors, path planning,
kinematics, feedback and feed forward control, stressing the importance of integrating sensors,
effectors and control. Exemplified with LEGO Robot Kits.
CENG 461 Network Security (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECEN 462 and MATH 225
Examines information security services and mechanisms in network context. Topics include symmetric
and asymmetric cryptography; message authentication codes, hash functions and digital signatures,
digital certificates and public key infrastructure; access control including hardware and biometrics;
intrusion detection and securing network-enabled applications including e-mail and web browsing.
CENG 466 Wireless Communications and Networking (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 462
Fundamental principles underlying wireless communications and networking. Topics include wireless
transmission principles, protocols, satellite communications, cellular wireless networks, cordless
systems, the wireless local loop, mobile IP, and wireless networking technologies, including IEEE 802.11
and Bluetooth standards.
CENG 499 Special Topics in CENG (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: Instructor Permission
Advanced and emerging topics in computer engineering. Topics are announced through class schedules.

COMPUTER SCIENCES
CSCI 112 (SCCS 112) Introduction to Computer Programming (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: Appropriate result on the Math Placement Exam; Co-requisite CSCI 113.
Computer programming as a problem-solving tool. Topics in procedural programming include
expressions, control structures, simple data types, input/output, graphical interfaces, testing,
debugging, and programming environments.
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CSCI 113 Introduction to Computer Programming Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: CSCI 112
Laboratory to accompany CSCI 112.
CSCI 211 (SCCS 211) Object-Oriented Programming (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CSCI 112
Emphasizes problem-solving, testing, and debugging and introduces object-oriented programming.
Topics include classes, inheritance, packages, collections, exceptions, and polymorphism.
CSCI 215 Data Structures and Algorithm Design (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CSCI 112
Fundamental dynamic data structures, including linear lists, queues, trees, and other linked structures;
arrays, strings, heap, and hash tables. Elementary principles of software engineering. Abstract data
types. Algorithms for sorting and searching. Introduction to the Java programming language.
CSCI 312 Operating Systems Fundamentals (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CSCI 215
Practices and procedures for installing and configuring modern operating systems, including user
accounts, file, print, and terminal servers, mobile computing, and disaster recovery. Practical lab
sessions with receive real-world experience with multiple operating systems.
CSCI 314 (SCCS 312) Formal Methods and Models (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CSCI 211
Abstract concepts that underlie much advanced work in computer science, with major emphasis on
formal languages, models of computation, logic, and proof strategies.
CSCI 323 (SCCS 323) Computer Systems and Programming (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: Junior standing or approval from the Program Chair.
The ways in which high-level language control and data structures are represented at machine level.
Introduces systems programming.
CSCI 411 (SCCS 411) Analysis of Algorithms (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: Senior standing or approval from the Program Chair
Analyzes computational resources for important problem types by alternative algorithms and their
associated data structures, using mathematically rigorous techniques. Specific algorithms analyzed and
improved.
CSCI 413 Software Engineering (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: CSCI 211 and 215
Examines software development in detail. Topics include software life-cycle models; architectural and
design approaches; various techniques for systematic software testing; coding and documentation
strategies; project management; customer relations; the social, ethical, and legal aspects of computing;
and the impact of economic, environmental, safety, manufacturability, and sustainability factors on
design.
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CSCI 415 Introduction to Parallel Programming (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: CSCI 211 and 215
Introduction to programming in the Unix environment. Fundamental issues in design and development
of parallel programs for various types of parallel computers. Various programming models according to
both machine type and application area. Cost models, debugging, and performance evaluation of
parallel programs.

ECONOMICS
ECON 103 (GEEC 103) Principles of Microeconomics (3:3:0)
Introduces microeconomics in the context of current problems. Explores how market mechanism
allocates scarce resources among competing uses; uses supply, demand, production, and distribution
theory to analyze problems.
ECON 104 (GEEC 104) Principles of Macroeconomics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECON 103
Introduces macroeconomics in the context of current problems. National income analysis, money and
banking, economic growth and stability, unemployment, inflation, and role of government.
ECON 310 (GEEC 310) Money and Banking (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECON 103 and ECON 104
The role of money in the economy and the institutional characteristics of the banking system and
financial markets. Topics include money, monetary policy, interest rate, present value, bond prices,
stock market, foreign exchange markets, commercial and central banking system, monetary policy and
International finance.
ECON 306 (GEEC 306) Intermediate Microeconomics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECON 103 and 104, and MATH 108 or 113.
Basic factors of price and distribution theory: analysis of demand, costs of production and supply
relationships, and price and output determination under various market structures.
ECON 311 (GEEC 311) Intermediate Macroeconomics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECON 103 and 104, or permission of instructor.
Aggregate economic accounts, including measuring national income; determinants of levels of income
and output; and causes and solutions for problems of unemployment, inflation, and economic growth.
ECON 316 (GEEC 316) Economic Growth and Business Cycle (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECON 310 or 311, or permission of instructor.
Factors contributing to sustained economic growth, emphasizing business fluctuations and their
measurement. Topics include classical economic theory, Keynesian economic theory, fiscal and
monetary policies, and measurement of total output (GDP).
ECON 360 (GEEC 360) Economics of Developing Areas (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECON 103 and 104, or permission of instructor.
Economic growth characteristics of developing countries. Economic development, obstacles to
development, policies, and planning.
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ECON 390 (GEEC 390) International Economics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECON 306 and 311 or permission of instructor.
Foreign exchange market, balance of payment, foreign trade policies, and theories of international
trade.
ECON 420 (GEEC 420) International Money and Finance (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECON 306 and 311, or permission of instructor.
Examines models of balance of payments, exchange rate behavior, and open economy macroeconomics.
Includes international financial system and issues such as globalization and international financial
instability.

ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
ECEN 101 (ECE 101) Information Technology for Electrical Engineers (3:3:0)
Co-requisite: ECEN 102
Provides fundamental engineering skills and technical underpinning for state-of-the-art applications and
study of information technology related to ethics, professionalism, historical development, and social
implications.
ECEN 102 Information Technology for Electrical Engineers Lab (0:0:1)
Co-requisite: ECEN 101
Laboratory embedded in ECEN 101.
ECEN 201 (ECE 201) Introduction to Signal Analysis (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: MATH 113. Co-requisite: ECEN 202
Provides technical introduction to problems and tools commonly encountered by electrical engineers.
Introduces mathematical modeling of engineering problems and their solutions. Introduces standard
software packages for electrical engineering as tools to simulate engineering problems.
ECEN 202 Introduction to Signal Analysis Lab (0:0:1)
Co-requisite: ECEN 201
Laboratory embedded in ECEN 201.
ECEN 220 (ECE 220) Signal and Systems I (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 201. Co-requisites: MATH 203 and 214, ECEN 221.
Introduction to methods of representing continuous-time signals and systems, and interaction between
signals and systems. Analysis of signals and systems through differential equations and transform
methods; Lap lace and Fourier transforms as convenient analysis tools; frequency response of systems;
and stability of systems in time and frequency domains. Presents application examples from
communications, circuits, control, and signal processing.
ECEN 221 Signal and Systems I Lab (0:0:1)
Co-requisite: ECEN 220.
Laboratory embedded in ECEN 220.
ECEN 260 (ECE 260) Modern Telecommunications (3:3:0)
Comprehensive overview, including current status and future directions. Topics include review of
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evolution of telecommunications; voice and data services; basics of signaling, digital transmission,
network architecture, and protocols; local area, metropolitan, and wide area networks and narrow band
ISDN; asynchronous transfer mode and broadband ISDN; and satellite systems, optical communications,
cellular radio, personal communication systems, and multimedia services.
ECEN 280 (ECE 280) Electric Circuit Analysis (4:4:0)
Pre-requisites: PHYS 220 and 221; Co-requisite: ECEN 281.
Circuit analysis using superposition, equivalent circuits, and transient and steady state analysis of RL, RC,
and RLC circuits; applications of Lap lace transform in circuit analysis; sinusoidal excitations and phasors;
resonance; filters; AC steady - state analysis; coupled coils; and three-phase circuits. Labs demonstrate
and investigate circuit analysis concepts.
ECEN 281 Electric Circuit Analysis Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: ECEN 280
Laboratory to accompany ECEN 280.
ECEN 305 (ECE 305) Electromagnetic Theory (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: PHYS 220 and MATH 214
Static and time-varying electric and magnetic fields, dielectrics, magnetization, Maxwell’s Equations, and
introduction to transmission lines. Course uses vector calculus and algebra of complex numbers.
ECEN 320 (ECE 320) Signal and Systems II (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECEN 220 and MATH 203. Co-requisite: ECEN 321
Methods of representing and analyzing discrete time signals and systems. Effects of converting from
continuous -time to discrete time, and Ztransform as convenient analysis tool. Emphasizes powerful
concept of frequency response of systems developed in first semester. Studies random signals in
continuous and discrete time. Presents application examples from communications, circuits, control,
and signal processing.
ECEN 321 Signal and Systems II Lab (0:0:1)
Co-requisite: ECEN 320
Laboratory embedded in ECEN 320
ECEN 331 (ECE 331) Digital System Design (3:3:0)
Co-requisites: ECEN 280 and 332.
Principles of digital logic and digital system design and implementation in VHDL. Topics include number
systems; Boolean algebra; analysis, design, and minimization of combinational logic circuits; analysis and
design of synchronous and asynchronous finite state machines; and introduction to VHDL and behavioral
modeling of combinational and sequential circuits.
ECEN 332 (ECE 332) Digital Systems Design Lab (1:0:3)
Pre-requisite: PHYS 221. Co-requisite: ECEN 331
ECEN 333 (ECE 333) Linear Electronics I (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 280
Principles of operation and application of electron devices and linear circuits. Topics include
semiconductor properties, diodes, bipolar and field effect transistors, biasing, amplifiers, frequency
response, operational amplifiers and analog design.
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ECEN 334 (ECE 334) Linear Electronics Lab I (1:0:3)
Pre-requisite: PHYS 221. Co-requisite: ECEN 333.
ECEN 430 (ECE 430) Principles of Semiconductor Devices (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECEN 333 and MATH 214
Crystal properties, energy bands, semiconductor charge carriers, p-n junctions, field-effect transistors,
bipolar junction transistors, optoelectronic devices, integrated circuits.
ECEN 431 (ECE 431) Digital Circuit Design (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECEN 331 and 333
Analysis and design of discrete and integrated switching circuits. Topics include transient characteristics
of diodes, bipolar, and field-effect transistors; MOS and bipolar inverters; nonregenerative and
regenerative circuits; TTL, ECL, IIL, NMOS, and CMOS technologies; semiconductor memories; VLSI
design principles; and SPICE circuit analysis.
ECEN 433 (ECE 433) Linear Electronics II (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 333.
Differential amplifiers, feedback circuits, power amplifiers, feedback amplifier frequency response,
analog integrated circuits, operational amplifier systems, oscillators, wide band and microwave
amplifiers, and computer–aided design.
ECEN 434 (ECE 434) Linear Electronics Lab II (1:0:3)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 334. Co-requisite: ECEN 433
ECEN 435 Introduction to Optical Electronics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECEN 305 and 333
Introduces optoelectronic devices for generation, detection, and modulation of light. Topics include
electro-optic modulators, gas, solid state and semiconductor lasers, photo-detectors, and detector
arrays.
ECEN 437 Power Electronics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 333
Applications of power diodes and silicon controlled rectifiers, static converters, AC voltage controllers,
DC power supplies, Choppers, Inverters in power systems.
ECEN 460 (ECE 460) Communication & Information Theory (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECEN 220 and STAT 346
Introduction to analog and digital communications. Topics include review of important concepts from
signals and systems theory and probability theory; Gaussian processes and power spectral density;
digital transmission through additive white Gaussian channels; sampling and pulse code modulation;
analog signal transmission and reception using amplitude, frequency and phase modulation; and affects
of noise on analog communication systems.
ECEN 461 (ECE 461) Communication Engineering Lab (1:0:3)
Pre-requisites: ECEN 460 and 334
ECEN 462 (ECE 462) Data and Computer Communications (3:3:0)
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Pre-requisites: ECEN 220 and STAT 346
Introduction to modern data communications and computer networks. Topics include point -to-point
communication links and transmission of digital information, modems, and codecs; packet switching,
multiplexing, and concentrator design; multi-access and broadcasting; local area and wide area
networks; ISDN; architectures and protocols for computer networks; OSI reference model and seven
layers; physical interfaces and protocols; and data link control layer and network layer.
ECEN 463 (ECE 463) Data and Computer Communication Lab (1:0:3)
Co-requisite: ECEN 462
ECEN 464 Digital Communication Systems (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 460
Introduces digital transmission systems. Topics include quantization, digital coding of analog waveforms,
PCM, DPCM, DM, base band transmission, digital modulation schemes, ASK, FSK, PSK, MSK, QAM, pulse
shaping, inter symbol interference, partial response, voice band and wideband modems, digital cable
systems, regenerative repeaters, clock recovery and jitter, multi path fading, digital radio design,
optimal receiver design, MAP receiver, and probability of error.
ECEN 465 Computer Networking Protocols (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 462
Introduces computer networking protocols and concepts, emphasizing Internet and Internet Protocol
Suite. Covers computer networking protocols at application, transport, and network layers, including
multimedia networking protocols, and network security and management.
ECEN 466 Digital Signal Processing (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECEN 320 and STAT 346
Provides a thorough treatment of digital signal processing including the fundamental theorems and
properties of discrete-time linear systems, filtering, sampling, and discrete-time Fourier Analysis.
ECEN 467 Mobile and Wireless Communications (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 464
Cellular systems design fundamentals, Fading and multipath channels, Modulation techniques for
mobile radio systems, Diversity and combining techniques for mobile radio systems, Multiple access
techniques for mobile systems, Mobile systems and standards.
ECEN 481 Concepts of Multimedia Processing and Transmission (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 320
Fundamentals of signal and image processing, including algorithms for signal processing that have
applications to multimedia (voice and streaming video applications). Topics included: voice coding and
recognition, CD and DVD technology, streaming video, WANS and LANS, and videoconferencing
technology.
ECEN 488 Fundamentals of Satellite Communication (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 460
Offers appreciation for space environment and implications for space-based operations. Discusses
engineering, scientific, political and legal aspects of space exploration and exploitation. Presents
different uses of space communication and future trends.
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ECEN 491 (ECE 491) Engineering Seminar (1:1:0)
Pre-requisite: 90 credits
Engineering ethics, professionalism, the role of engineers in society, current topics, and employment
opportunities.
ECEN 492 (ECE 492) Senior Design Project I (2:2:0)
Pre-requisite: Senior Standing
Conception of senior design project and determine of feasibility of proposed project. Includes
development of a preliminary design and implementation plan.
ECEN 493 (ECE 493) Senior Design Project II (4:4:0)
Pre-requisite: ECEN 492 preferably in preceding semester.
Implementation of project from ECEN 492. Project includes designing and constructing hardware,
writing required software, conducting experiments or studies, and testing complete system. Requires
oral and written reports during project and at completion.
ECEN 499 (ECE 499 Special Topics in ECEN) (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: Instructor Permission
Advanced and emerging topics in electronics and communication engineering. Topics are announced
through the Schedule of Classes.

ENGINEERING
ENGR 107 (SCEN 107) Introduction to Engineering (2:2:0)
Co-requisite: Math Placement Test score qualifying student for MATH 113
Introduces engineering profession fundamentals and problem-solving. Topics include description of
engineering disciplines, functions of the engineer, professionalism, ethics and registration, problem
solving and representation of technical information, estimation and approximations, and analysis and
design.
ENGR 390 Internship (3:0:3)
Pre-requisite: Completion of 90 credits and a cumulative GPA of 2.0 or higher
Supervised field experience of professional-level duties for 180 to 240 hours at an approved internship
site under the guidance of a designated site supervisor in coordination with a faculty supervisor.

ENGLISH
ENGL 100/101 (GEEN 103/100/101) Composition (3:3:0)
Intensive practice in drafting, revising, and editing expository essays of some length and complexity.
Studies logical, rhetorical, and linguistic structure of expository prose. Methods and conventions of
preparing research papers.
ENGL 201 (GEEN 201) Literature across Cultures (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: COMM 100 or COMM 101
Close analysis of literary texts, including but not limited to poetry, fiction, and drama. Emphasizes
reading and writing exercises to develop basic interpretive skills. Examines figurative language, central
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ideas, relationship between structure and meaning, narrative point of view.
ENGL 203 Contemporary Arabic Literature (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: COMM 100 or COMM 101
Study of literature by Arabic writers in English and in translation.
ENGL 302 (ENGL 302) Advanced Composition (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: Completion of 45 credits
Intensive practice in writing and analyzing expository forms such as essay, article, proposal, and
technical or scientific reports with emphasis on research related to student’s major field.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
ENVS 100 Energy and Environmental Science (3:3:0)
Co-requisite: ENVS 101.
Interdisciplinary study of environmental disruption and management, natural environmental systems,
and the human impact on them. Other topics include energy procurement and use, waste management,
water resources and water pollution, acid rain, global warming and ozone depletion.
ENVS 101 Energy and Environmental Science Lab (1:0:2)
Co-requisite: ENVS 100
Lab to accompany ENVS 100

FINANCE
FNAN 301 (BUFN 301) Financial Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECON 103
Understanding the criteria and process for making decisions to manage a firm’s financial resources in
order to maximize wealth. Includes management of working capital, fixed-asset investment, and cost of
capital, capital structure, and dividend decision analysis.
FNAN 302 (BUFN 302) Financial Analysis and Forecasting (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: FNAN 301
Techniques for analyzing, understanding, and applying financial information in decisions. Topics include
analysis of financial statement, development of financial models, and financial planning and forecasting.
FNAN 311 (BUFN 311) Principles of Investment (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: FNAN 301
Analysis of the valuation of equity and debt securities given modern capital market theory. Portfolio
analysis as related to valuation of securities.
FNAN 321 (BUFN 321) Financial Institutions (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: FNAN 301
Examines basic objectives of financial institutions in light of industry structure and regulatory
environment, and decision variables that management should concentrate on to achieve objectives.
Includes role of financial institutions in allocation of funds in financial markets.
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FNAN 331 (BUFN 331) Principles of Real Estate (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: FNAN 301
Dimensions and specialties involved in public control and private development, sale, finance, and
management of real estate. Topics include, land planning, land-use control, appraisal, finance,
brokerage, property management and investment. Course includes lectures, discussion, and computerassisted research.
FNAN 401 (BUFN 401) Advanced Financial Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: FNAN 301
Analysis of decision-making in firms, emphasizing conceptual structure of problems and using advanced
analytic techniques. Includes current asset management, capital budgeting and structure, dividend
policy, long-term financing, mergers, and corporate planning models.
FNAN 411 (BUFN 411) Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: FNAN 301 and FNAN 311
Analysis of modern techniques of portfolio management including evaluating standards for selecting
individual securities to include or delete from portfolios. Presents risk-return analysis for portfolios and
portfolio performance measures.
FNAN 412 (BUFN 412) Futures and Options Markets (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: FNAN 301 and FNAN 311
Introduces options, commodity, and financial future markets as they function to provide pricing
mechanisms and alternative investment vehicles. Lecture, discussion, and computer assisted research
and weekly seminar.
FNAN 421 (BUFN 421) Money and Capital Markets (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: FNAN 301 and FNAN 321
The organization of capital markets, their role in the allocation of funds to various market segments, and
interaction between markets. Topics include aggregate flow of funds analysis; and money, government,
corporate, and mortgage markets.
FNAN 431 (BUFN 431) International Financial Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: FNAN 301
Management of contemporary firms’ international financial operations. Topics include foreign exchange
risk, political risk, returns and risks of international projects, international money and capital markets,
financial accounting, capital structure, and cost of capital.
FNAN 441 (BUFN 441) Real Estate Finance (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: FNAN 301 and FNAN 331
Mechanisms of real estate finance, sources of funds, loan contracts, principles of mortgage risk analysis,
and secondary mortgage markets. Develop analytical skills including using microcomputer and
appropriate software.
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GLOBAL STUDIES
GLST 100 Topics in Global Perspectives, Problems and Prospects
The course addresses contemporary issues impacting international and global affairs, and the major
political, social, economic and environmental forces confronting global communities.
GLST 200 Clash of Civilizations
The course explores the impact of war and conflict on society from ancient times to the present and the
effect of various means, strategies and methods for peace-building.

HISTORY
HIST 111 (GEHS 111) Introduction to World History (3:3:0)
Analytical approach to an overview of world history that surveys the major features of principal existing
civilizations of the world, as originally formed and as altered by key global processes, including forces of
modernity.
HIST 281 (GEHS 210) Survey of Middle Eastern Civilization I (3:3:0)
Survey of Middle Eastern history from rise of Islam to present, emphasizing processes that led to
emergence of economic, cultural, social, and political institutions that characterize region today. HIST
210 surveys the period from rise of Islam in 570 to medieval period (ca. 1258).
HIST 282 (GEHS 211) Survey of Middle Eastern Civilization II (3:3:0)
Second half of the survey of Middle Eastern history. HIST 282 surveys the period from about 1258 to the
present.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
ITEC 103 (SCIT 103) Introduction to Computing (3:1:2)
Students who are experienced computer users may request to test out of this requirement at Orientation
or before the end of the Add period and take another computer science course or general education
elective instead.
The nature and uses of computers with an introduction to word processing, spreadsheets, databases,
and presentation software and related lab projects. Computer systems organizations, communications
and networking, legal and ethical issues, effective presentation of information, computer security, and
the internet.

MANAGEMENT
MGMT 301 (BUMG 301) Managing People and Organizations (3:3:0)
Focuses on the complexities of human behavior in organizational settings. Performance expectations
and determinants at the individual, team and organizational levels are examined.
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MGMT 311 (BUMG 312) Principles and Practices of Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: MGMT 301.
Examination of the nature of managerial work under a range of business models and under rapidlychanging business conditions. Managerial functions and activities such as planning, strategizing,
organizing, controlling, and directing examined in depth and in context of current organizational
examples and scenarios.
MGMT 403 (BUMG 403) Cross and Global Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: MGMT 301
The theory and practice of managing culturally diverse organizations in local and international contexts.
Topics include management customs and practices in different world regions, cross-cultural
communication and learning, and the developing culturally-and internationally-sophisticated and
managers.
MGMT 411 (BUMG 411) Competitive Strategy (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: MGMT 301
The industry structures and competitive behavior of firms with attention to how firms use tangible,
intangible, and human resources to develop a sustainable competitive advantage, and how competitors
interact in the market place. Introduces tools and concepts to analyze industry dynamics and
competitive interactions of firms in these industries.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MIST 102 (BUMI 102) Spreadsheet Applications for Business (1:0:1)
Business examples used to teach fundamentals of spreadsheets and their use in business applications.
Hands-on course using spreadsheet package. Graded as S/NC.
MIST 301 (BUMI 301) Introduction to Business Information Systems (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: sophomore standing
Introduces fundamentals of hardware, software, networking, internet, and technology components.
Includes role of technology in contemporary business, basic relational concepts, hands-on experience in
building business database applications and websites. Projects required.

MARKETING
MKTG 301 (BUMK 301) Principles of Marketing (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: ECON 103
Marketing principles, concepts, strategies, tactics, and analytical tools used by profit and nonprofit
organizations to sell ideas, products, or services to selected target groups. Emphasizes how to promote,
distribute, and price firm’s offering in dynamic economic, social, political, and international
environment.
MKTG 311 (BUMK 311) Sales Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: MKTG 301
The marketing-sales interfaces including the role and capabilities of the sales force, personal selling
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strategies, organizational relationships, and responsibilities of sales managers including training,
motivating, and evaluating sales force.
MKTG 312 (BUMK 312) Consumer Behavior (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: MKTG 301
The implications of concepts and propositions that comprise the processes by which consumers make
decisions. Emphasizes lifestyle, situation, and information -processing.
MKTG 313 (BUMK 313) Integrated Marketing Communications (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: MKTG 301
In-depth study and application of advertising and other forms of marketing communication with an
emphasis on its role in marketing planning. Study includes identification of relevant data to analyze
marketing situation, development of product position, marketing and marketing communications
objectives, creative strategy, media planning, and evaluation.
MKTG 315 (BUMK 315) Internet Marketing (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: MKTG 301 and MIST 301
The impact of internet technology on marketing strategy and practice. Topics include opportunities and
challenges created by internet in areas such as advertising and promotion, customer service, pricing,
retailing (including electronic commerce), distribution channels, and customer relationship
management.
MKTG 321 (BUMK 321) Retailing and E-Commerce Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: MKTG 301
Comprehensive view of retailing as it relates to total marketing process. Emphasizes retail decision
alternatives used when formulating retail strategies, particularly Internet.
MKTG 331 (BUMK 331) Business to Business Marketing (3:3:0
Pre-requisites: MKTG 301
Examines unique challenges and opportunities of marketing systems among suppliers, manufacturers,
resellers and government.
MKTG 333 (BUMK 333) Marketing Research Techniques and Applications (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: OPMT 210 and MKTG 301
Concepts, theories, and principles underlying the process of marketing research. Focuses on the
development and evaluation of research designs for gathering marketing information.
MKTG 407 (BUMK 407) International Marketing (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: MKTG 301
Multidisciplinary approach to international marketing from the perspective of business management.
Examines major marketing issues affecting companies operating in a global environment and the
economic, political, and cultural differences among nations as they affect marketing opportunities and
operations.
MKTG 471 Marketing Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: MKTG 312 and MKTG 333
Case analyses of the managerial aspects of marketing, including developing and executing marketing
strategies and plans and integrating specific elements of the marketing process.
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MATHEMATICS
MATH 101 Numbers and Data Interpretation (3:3:0)
This course is designed to improve the level of quantitative awareness of students using familiar
situations that provide a sense of purpose for studying mathematics. It will develop an understanding of
the techniques involved in the construction of mathematical models using problem solving strategies
from mathematics and statistics. The topics of the course will include sets and logic; linear, quadratic,
logarithmic and exponential models of growth; financial mathematics; interest theory, loans, annuities;
probability and descriptive statistics and estimation.
MATH 102 Mathematics in Civilization (3:3:0)
Throughout the history of mankind the mathematical spirit has been the driving force in the
development of the civilized world. This course creates an understanding of the impact of the
mathematical way of thinking on the arts, society, history, science and technology. The goal is to
illuminate Mathematics' role in the development of Eastern and Western civilizations and shed some
light on the whole site of human civilization from a mathematical point of view.
MATH 103 Intermediate Algebra (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: Math Placement Test.
Basic algebraic skills including factoring, solving basic linear and quadratic equations, and rules of
exponents and radicals, basic concepts of functions with specific examples such as polynomial and
rational functions. Prerequisite to MATH 108. Not for degree credit.
MATH 105 Pre-calculus (3:3:0)
Pre-requisites: Math Placement Test.
Reviews mathematical skills essential to studying calculus. Topics include inequalities, absolute values,
graphs, functions, exponential and logarithmic functions, and trigonometry. Prerequisite to MATH 113.
Not for degree credit.
MATH 108 Business Calculus (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: MATH 103 or acceptable score on Math Placement Test.
Functions, limits, derivative, and integral. Applications of differentiation and integration. Students who
have received credit for MATH 113 or 114 may not receive credit for this course.
MATH 110 (SCMT 110) Introductory Probability and Statistics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: Acceptable score on the Math Placement Test
Elementary set theory, probability, and statistics.
MATH 113 Calculus I (4:4:0)
Prerequisite: MATH 105 or acceptable score on Math Placement Test
Functions, limits, the derivative, maximum and minimum problems, the integral, and transcendental
functions.
MATH 114 Analytic Geometry and Calculus II (4:4:0)
Pre-requisite: MATH 113
Methods of integration, conic sections, parametric equations, infinite series, and power series.
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MATH 203 Matrix Algebra (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: MATH 114
Systems of linear equations, linear independence, linear transformations, inverse of a matrix,
determinants, vector spaces, eigen values, eigen vectors, and orthogonalization.
MATH 213 Calculus III (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: MATH 114
Partial differentiation, multiple integrals, line and surface integrals, and three-dimensional analytic
geometry.
MATH 214 Elementary Differential Equations (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: MATH 213
First-order ODEs, higher-order ODEs, Lap lace transforms, linear systems, nonlinear systems, numerical
approximations, and modeling.
MATH 225 Discrete Mathematics (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: MATH 113
Logic and proof techniques, sequences and summations, set theory and combinatorics, probability,
recurrence relations and asymptotic growth of functions, graph theory, finite-state machines, and Turing
machines.

MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES
(Also see courses under ‘HISTORY’)

MEST 100 (GEIC 101) Introduction to Islam in World Culture (3:3:0)
Study of the beginning of Islam and its tenets, traditions, and observances and the spread of Islam
beyond the Middle East to other parts of the world, including Asia, Africa and part of Europe and its
cultural impact.

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
OPMT 210 (BUOM 210) Statistical Analysis for Management (4:4:0)
Prerequisites: MATH 108 or 113
Application of statistical methods to support quantitative decision analysis in resolving business
problems.
OPMT 301 (BUOM 301) Operations Management (3:3:0)
Prerequisite: OPMT 210
Examines principal aspects of organization’s operations. Planning and decision-making activities
associated with managing operations in various settings, with a focus on service operations. Uses
analytical models to describe key planning and control activities.
OPTM 311 (BUOM 311) Methods and Models of Management Science (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: OPMT 210
Linear programming, integer programming, goals programming, network flow models, queering models,
transportation problems, Markov processes, decision theory of games, and Monte Carlo simulation.
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OPMT 405 Supply Chain Management (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: OPMT 301
The concepts, processes, and strategies of this systems approach to managing the entire flow of
information, materials, and services from raw material suppliers through factories and warehouses to
the final end-customer. Specific topics include global supply chain management, procurement,
electronic commerce, information technologies, and logistics activities.

PHILOSOPHY
PHIL 100 Ethics in Today’s World (3:3:0)
The course provides an understanding of the theoretical foundations of ethical thought, and a
background to the traditions and movements in the development of ethical theory and
methods of reasoning. Students will apply ethical principles and perspectives to analyze,
compare and critically evaluate relevant personal, social and professional problems and
engage in ethical reasoning and decision making processes.

PHYSICS
PHYS 110 (SCPH 110) University Physics I (3:3:0)
Co-requisite: MATH 114
First course in a three-semester, calculus-based, introductory physics sequence, designed primarily for
science and engineering majors, focusing on mechanics.
PHYS 111 (SCPH 111) University Physics I Lab (1:0:3)
Co-requisites: PHYS110 and MATH 114
Experiments in mechanics.
PHYS 220 (SCPH 220) University Physics II (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: PHYS 110; Co-requisite: PHYS 221 and MATH 213
Second course in sequence focusing on waves, electricity and magnetism.
PHYS 221 (SCPH 221) University Physics II Lab (3:3:0)
Co-requisites: MATH 213 and PHYS 220.
Experiments in waves, electricity, and magnetism.
PHYS 222 (SCPH 222) University Physics III (3:3:0)
Prerequisite: PHYS 220; Co-requisite: MATH 214, PHYS 223
Third course in sequence that emphasizes thermodynamics, optics, and modern physics.
PHYS 223 (SCPH 223) University Physics III Lab (1:0:3)
Prerequisites: PHYS 221; Co-requisite: PHYS 222.
Experiments in optics and modern physics.
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PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC 100 (GEPS 100) Introduction to Psychology (3:3:0)
Introduces psychology as scientific discipline. Examines concepts and methods in learning, motivation,
development, personality, and measurement.
PSYC 102 Self and Society (3:3:0)
Study of how society shapes us as individuals and how we as individuals shape society. Explores how we
experience life as individuals and as members of cultural systems that shape our personalities, behavior,
and perceptions of the world.

SOCIOLOGY
SOCI 100 (GESO 101) Introduction to Sociology (3:3:0)
Introduction to basic sociological concepts. Examines aspects of human behavior in cultural framework
including: individual and group interaction, social mobility and stratification, status and class, race and
gender relations, urbanism, crime and criminology, and social change and reform.

STATISTICS
(Also see courses under ‘MATHEMATICS’)
STAT 346 (SCST 346) Probability for Engineers (3:3:0)
Pre-requisite: MATH 114 and permission of instructor.
Probability applied to electrical and computer engineering, operations research, information technology,
and economics. Basic concepts of probability, conditional probability, random variables and moments,
specific probability distributions, multivariate distributions, moment generating functions limit
theorems, and sampling distributions.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
UNIV 100 (GEUN 100) University Freshman Transition (1:1:0)
Helps freshmen transition to college life, focusing on adjusting academically, developing decisionmaking skills, and learning about services and opportunities for involvement. Although all classes have a
core body of knowledge, each class specializes in a particular aspect of college life.
UNIV 350 Independent Study (1–4 credits)
Pre-requisites: Completion of a minimum of sixty credits, a 3.0 (B) or better GPA, and approval of a
completed “Permission for Independent Study” form.
Advanced work for undergraduates under the close supervision of a faculty member that enables
students to pursue problems or issues of special interest with the guidance of the instructor in
conferences. Students meet weekly with the project instructor for guidance in research, analysis, and
composition of the project report or presentation.
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UNIV 390 Internship (3 credits, 180 - 240 hours of work experience)
Pre-requisites: Completion of 90 credits; good standing.
Approved, monitored work experience providing the opportunity to apply concepts and theories learned
in the classroom to actual practice in the workplace, in order to develop skills and to gain experience
and knowledge for future employment. Students must apply for an internship a semester before the
summer of the internship and comply with all requirements outlined in the Internship Manual.
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Hampton, Varduhi
Instructor, MA English and German Language, Yerevan State University, ARMENIA
Hassan, Abdullah
Associate Professor, PhD Economics, University of Leicester, UK
Katkhuda, Hasan
Associate Professor, PhD Civil Engineering, University of Arizona, USA
Khodr, Majed
Associate Professor, PhD Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Oklahoma, USA
Kim, Bong Sik
Assistant Professor, PhD Mathematics, Arizona State University, USA
Mahmoud, Fathi
Instructor, MS Nuclear and Elementary Physics, London University, UK
Matar, Rachel
Assistant Professor, PhD Structural and Functional Biochemistry, University Claude Bernard, Lyon,
FRANCE
Merabet, Mustapha
Associate Professor, PhD Energy Sciences, National Institute of Scientific Research, University of Quebec,
CANADA
Merheb, Maxim
Assistant Professor, PhD Forensic Biology and Biophysics, Ecole Normale Superieure, Lyon, FRANCE
Mohsen, Mousa
Professor and Dean, PhD Mechanical Engineering, Wayne State University, Michigan, USA
Negash, Beza
Assistant Professor, PhD Electrical and Communication Engineering, Aalborg University, Copenhagen,
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Ravindran, Aisha
Associate Professor, PhD English, Mahatma Gandhi University, Kerala, INDIA
Ryder, John
Professor and Provost, PhD Philosophy, Stony Brook University, New York, USA
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